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I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this thesis and research is to elucidate 
the bonding and energy levels in two dimeric molybdenum com­
plex systems displaying multiple metal-metal bonding. The 
first system is potassium octachlorodimolybdate (II). This 
represents a simple molybdenum dimer in that the chloride-ion 
ligands are incapable of accepting electron density from the 
metal. The metal-metal bond in this dimer is formally a 
quadruple bond. The second system is composed of the com­
plexes potassium tetra-jx-sulfatodimolybdate (II) and potas­
sium tetra-jJL-sulfatodimolybdate (II,III). The con^lexity of 
the sulfate ligands adds new possibilities to the bonding 
and spectra. This system also allows the study of the ef­
fect on the metal-metal bond of removal of an electron. 
The history of the quadruple bonded metal dimers began 
with the rhenium (III) system. In 19^8 Kotel'nikov and 
Tronev studied the reduction of potassium perrhenate with 
hydrogen in the presence of hydrogen chloride (1). The re­
sult of this reduction was a new, dark blue rhenium complex. 
Their analysis of the complex gave a formula of KReCl^ 
while the determination of the rhenium oxidation state in­
dicated a value of +2. As these data were inconsistent, the 
formula was assigned as KBReCl^^. X-ray diffraction data were 
also collected for this compound (2). While the complete 
2 
structure was not solved, the metal-metal distance was de­
termined to be 2.22 S which was surprisingly short. In 
spite of this, the Russian workers did not change their 
formulation of this species as a monomer. 
The next discovery in this area was made by Taha and 
Wilkenson in 1963 (3)« "Rhenium trichloride" (Re^Cl^) was 
reacted with various carboxylic acid/anhydride mixtures. 
The compounds synthesized had the formula RegCRCOO) 1^012» 
Similar dimers were known for other metals including 
chromium, manganese and copper. The structures of these 
complexes consisted of two metals bridged by four tetragonally 
arranged carboxylate groups. The metals occupied a site es­
sentially in the center of a square plane of oxygens. The 
symmetry of such complexes was If other ligands were 
present they occupied terminal positions, that is, positions 
colinear with the metal-metal axis. It was postulated that 
the rhenium complex had a similar structure. The terminal 
chlorides were quite labile and could easily be replaced with 
thiocyanate or removed by aqueous silver perchlorate to give 
P — 
the diaquo complex. In all such reactions the [RegCRCOO))^] 
skeleton remained in tact. The fact that these compounds 
were diamagnetic indicated that the electrons not involved 
in the ligand bonding were paired. This implied that sub­
stantial metal-metal bonding was occurring. Again, this 
situation was known to be the case in carboxylate complexes 
3 
of other metals with similar formulae. 
The correct formulation of the halide complex was de­
termined by Dr. F. A. Cotton. The complex KgRegClg'QHgO was 
prepared by the reduction of KReOi^ by H^POg in the presence 
of chloride ion (^). The hydrogen reduction of the Russian 
workers was also duplicated and provided the same complex 
as the HgPOg reduction. The bromide complex could also be 
prepared by simply replacing the chloride ion during the 
reduction with bromide. A metal dimer with eight ligands 
was quite unique. Only one other complex, (NHi^)2Tc2Clg, 
with this formulation had been reported and its structure 
was unknown at that time (5). It was also shown that the 
octachlorodirhenates could be converted to the carboxylate 
complexes by treating with the appropriate organic acid and 
vice versa. 
To determine the geometry of this novel complex the 
crystal structure of K2Ele2Clg*2H20 was solved (6). The 
structure consisted of two square ReClj^ units bound in an 
eclipsed configuration. There were no bridging halides. 
The rhenium-rhenium distance was found to be a very short 
2.2^1 S, The rhenium atoms did not lie in the plane of the 
chlorine ligands and consequently there was a Re-Re-CI angle 
of about 103°. This produced a distance of about 3»32 & 
between eclipsed chlorines. This greater Cl-Cl distance is 
due to the electrostatic repulsion of the ligands. The ions 
h 
possessed symmetry. The water molecules were not bound 
to the terminal positions. 
An extensive chemistry of the RegClg" ion has been de­
veloped. For example, phosphines (7), thio- and isocyanates 
(8) and other common ligands could be reacted to replace 
the chloride ligands. Again, the basic Re-Re structure was 
left intact and indicated that this unit is quite stable. 
The interconvertability with the carboxylate complexes has 
already been mentioned. This provided evidence that the 
dirhenium unit in these complexes was the same as in the 
halides. Halogen can also be added across the rhenium-
rhenium bond of the complex in solution of methylene 
chloride. Treatment with halogen produced the non-
ahalodirhenate (III) ion. 
The bonding in this rhenium dimer was quite a de­
parture from previously studied systems. Any theory of 
bonding had to account for the properties of this ion. 
First, the very short Re-Re distance had to be explained. 
The distance of 2.2^-1 S is actually shorter than the sum of 
the atomic radii (1.28 2) (9). Secondly, the eclipsed 
configuration had to be accounted for. The stability of 
this ion had to be explained as well as its ability to add 
halogen. From simple symmetry arguments a satisfactory 
picture of the bonding was developed. 
From simple symmetry Cotton proposed a quadruple metal-
5 
metal bond (10). On each rhenium atom the d 2 2î Pyj Pv 
X -y y 
and s orbitals were used to form the metal-ligand sigma 
bonding system. The remaining orbitals interacted as fol­
lows: the d 2 and p_ orbitals on each metal formed a 
z ^ 
metal-metal sigma bond, the d^^ and dy.^ orbitals provided 
pi-bonds and the d^ orbital formed a delta-bond. As there 
are eight electrons available for formation of the metal-
metal bond, a bond order of four resulted. 
This bonding scheme accounted for all of the observed 
properties. The high bond order gives rise to the very 
short rhenium-rhenium distance. The delta-bond was con­
sidered responsible for the eclipsed configuration. The 
combined pi-bonds are cylindrically symmetric and hence 
there is no reduction in overlap between the eclipsed and 
staggered configurations for them. In fact, in known 
triply metal-metal bonded complexes of molybdenum and tungsten 
the preferred configuration is staggered and there is even 
some evidence for rotation around the triple bond (11, 12). 
Therefore, the energy required to stabilize the eclipsed 
configuration must come from the delta-bond. If the two 
d^ orbitals, which will form the delta-bond, were above 
each other at a angle to each other, there would be no 
net overlap. This is exactly the situation in the staggered 
configuration. The implication is that the energy of the 
delta-bond is greater than the electrostatic repulsion of 
6 
eclipsed configuration. Undoubtedly, the steric repulsion 
is somewhat lessened by the fact that the chlorine-chlorine 
distance across the metals is substantially greater than 
the metal-metal distance. All these considerations made 
exact calculation of the rotational barrier impossible. 
To substantiate this bonding scheme and obtain values 
for the orbital energies an extended Hlickel molecular or­
bital calculation was performed (13)* The calculated or­
bital ordering is shown in Figure 1. The two orbitals shown 
in dashed lines represent nonbonding orbitals arising from 
the P and d 2 combinations not used in forming the metal-
z 
metal sigma-bonds. In general, the calculations substan­
tiated the quadruple bond concept. Several numbers ob­
tained were of interest. The calculation suggested that 
the total pi-bonding contribution to the rhenium-rhenium 
bond was k-.hl times that of the delta-bond and 2.6 times 
that of the sigma-bond. The total bond stabilization was 
366 Kcal/mole as compared to two ReClî^ units. The delta-
bond contribution was 51 Kcal/mole. As pointed out pre­
viously, an exact calculation of the rotational barrier was 
impossible. However, if it is assumed that this barrier 
is of the same order of magnitude as in CgCl^, > 7 Kcal/mole, 
then it is seen that the delta bond more than compensates 
for the electrostatic repulsion. 
Spectral features of the octochlorodirhenate ion are 
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Figure 1. The bonding in RegClg as calculated by molecular 
orbital and methods 
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Table 1. Spectrum of Re^Clg" 
_ _1 a ÂJ(cm" ) V calculated oscillator 
(cm~^)^ strength^ 
lif,500 18,700 0.023 
32,800 19,700 O.31 
39,200 3^,800 0.65 
Reference I3. 
given in Table 1. The compound is blue in color 
If the nonbonded orbitals were ignored, the lowest 
transition should have been from the 6* +- 6 +- ^A^g). 
This transition would be fully allowed. The calculated 
oscillator strength for such a transition was predicted to 
be close to unity (10). Because of the low oscillator 
strength for the transition at 14,^00 cm~^. Cotton was 
reluctant to assign it as the 6* ô transition (10, 13). 
Therefore, it was assigned as ^^u ^  ^"^Ig « 
This transition is electric dipole forbidden but can gain 
intensity through a vibronic mechanism. However, a vibronic 
transition would be much weaker and such an assignment would 
account for the low oscillator strength. Another argument 
against the 6* +- 6 assignment was that the band at 18,700 cm~^ 
8 
was missing in the carboxylate complexes with terminal 
ligands. In these complexes it was expected that the metal-
metal bonding would remain nearly unchanged. However, the 
essentially nonbonding sigma-levels would interact with the 
terminal ligands and would then be mainly antibonding in 
character. As such, they should shift to higher energy. 
Therefore, the absence of this band in complexes with 
terminal ligands was considered to support the & 
assignment. 
The remaining unassigned bands of high intensity were 
obviously fully allowed. The band at 32,800 cm"^ was there­
fore assigned to the +- (&* +- 6) transition. The 
assignment of the band at 39,200 cm°^ is not clear in 
Cotton's papers. This is because the inversion symmetry 
of the pi-orbitals was reversed. The orbital was assigned 
as eg instead of e^ and vice versa for the 7^. This error 
was recognized in a later paper (l40. However, all the 
initial assignments were based on the incorrect orbital 
symmetry. 
2— 
A later assignment for the spectrum of RegCl g" was 
provided by Coivman and Gray (15). They measured the single 
crystal polarized spectra for the compound [(n-Cj^H^)j^N]2 
EegClg at room temperature and at 5 K. This compound 
crystalized in the monoclinic space group with unit 
cell parameters a = 10.91, b = 15*3^, c = 16.43 S and 
9 
P = 122.66°. Spectra were measured parallel and perpendic­
ular to the b-axis on the (1,0,0) face. The b-direction 
displayed the higher absorbance. At 5 K the spectrum dis­
played vibrational structure. The vibrational structure 
appeared as pairs with the lower energy peak of each pair 
being the more intense. The separation between pairs was 
about 2^+5 cm~^ while the separation between the two pair 
—1 
components was 115 cm" . As these bands appeared as a 
series, they were considered to be Frank-Condon components 
of a totally symmetric vibrational progression. The Raman 
spectrum of [(n RegClg had a very strong band 
at 273 cm"^ and a very weak shoulder at 115 cm"^ (16). 
Force constant calculations provided an assignment of 
rhenium-rhenium stretch for the 273 cm"^ band and Re-Re-Cl 
bend for the 115 cm"^ band. The separation of the pairs 
corresponded to the frequency of the metal-metal stretch 
in the excited electronic state. The frequency shift from 
273 cm"^ in the ground state to 2^5 cm"^ in the excited 
state was to be expected if one assumed that an electron 
was being removed from a metal-metal bonding orbital with 
a resultant weakening of this bond. At 5 K the origin for 
the system was at 1^,183 cm~^ and corresponded to the 0-0 
transition of the a^g metal stretch. At 77 K the pairs con­
verged and the spacing of the peaks was 25^ cm~^. It is 
important to note that the integrated intensity of this 
10 
electronic transition was invariant to temperature. This 
is usually indicative of a fully allowed transition. Be­
cause of this temperature independence and the appearance 
of a 0-0 transition in the vibrational fine structure, 
the transition was assigned as the fully allowed ^-^ig 
(6* •«- 6 ) .  
For further evidence of this assignment, the spectrum 
of the compound RegCl^[P(CgH^)^ ]2was studied. The geometry 
p 
of this material was proposed to be the same as RegClg" only 
with two diagonally opposed chlorines replaced by the 
phosphine (7). The idealized symmetry is then with 
the Cg rotation axis being perpendicular to the plane con­
taining the phosphorous and the metal-metal bond. In order 
to compare the spectrum of this compound with that of 
2— 
RegClg", the axis of rotation was assigned as the y-axis. 
The crystals formed were monoclinic, space group F^^/n) 
with lattice constants a = 7.644, b = 10.985, c = 14.206 A, A #  ' I V  ' *  
p = 96.5°' The crystal face was identified as the (0,1,1) 
face with extinction directions reported to be parallel and 
perpendicular to the a-axis. In this symmetry the transition 
6* Ô is ^Ag which would be allowed in both the 
molecular x-and z-polarization. The transition to the 
nonbonding orbital would be ^A^ ^A^ which would only be 
allowed in the y-polarization. It was claimed that data 
better agreed with the &* -*- 6 assignment. 
11 
In a later paper by Mortola et al. (17), the RegClg" 
ion was studied in more detail. An scattered-wave tech­
nique was used to calculate ground state orbital energies. 
The results are shown in Figure 1. In the metal-metal 
region, the calculation agrees well with the previous work 
of Cotton and Harris (13). There are several differences, 
however. The nonbonding p^, d 2 levels were totally absent 
from the metal-metal region. The energy gap between the 
highest filled orbital and lowest empty orbital was much 
smaller in the calculation. Third, many ligand nonbonding 
orbitals (labeled on Figure 1) were of comparable energy 
to metal-metal bonding orbitals. Lastly, the ordering of 
the and 0* orbitals was reversed from the previous cal­
culation with the 0* being higher. 
The bands from the complete spectrum of [(n-C^HQ)^N]^ 
RegClg are tabulated in Table 2. The first band had already 
been assigned. The fact that the band at 30,870 cm"^ was 
x^-polarized meant that it must have involved a nondegen-
erate orbital and a doubly degenerate orbital with opposite 
inversion symmetries. There was no such one-electron tran­
sition possible from the ground state within the metal-metal 
bonding system. Therefore, this transition must involve 
ligand orbitals. It was assigned as (6* ^  ligand 
eg). This then was the lowest energy charge transfer band. 
The magnetic circular dichroism (MOD) of this band also 
12 
Table 2. Polarized spectra of [(n - CijH^)^N]2 Re2Clg 
Observed Calculated 
Energy Energy Polarization Assignment 
(cm-^) (cm-1) 
14^140 4,488 z ^^2u "^^^Ig^ 0* 
17,675 (w)^9° xy,z ^  b )  
20,940 (vr)^ xy ^-^lu 2 2 
23,645 (w)^ xy ^®iu "^^^Ig^ 
30,870* 21,722 xy ^E^ o* - ligand) 
35,700 (w) 
31,750 (w) xy 
34,480 (w) xy 
d 
39,215 24,702 z ^•^2u"^^^lg^^ 
39,840 (w) xy 
42,000 (w) xy 
^Reference 17. 
Reference 18. 
^(w) = weak peak. 
^Wrongly listed as xy in Reference 17. 
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supported this assignment. An A term was observed which 
was indicative of a band with a nondegenerate initial state 
and a degenerate final state. Such a term appears as an 
MOD signal which crosses zero at the wavelength of the 
absorbance maximum. The transition at 39,215 cm~^ was 
polarized in the same direction as the +-&. The great 
intensity and high energy suggested that this was the tran­
sition ^ Agy ^^ig The assignments for the other 
bands listed in Table 2 were not given. 
There is one fundamental problem with Gray's (in 15, l8) 
spectra. The exact crystal structures of the compounds whose 
spectra were observed were unknown. Therefore, crystal polar­
izations (i.e., parallel or perpendicular to the b-axis) could 
not be related to their appropriate molecular polarizations. 
That is, it could not be stated unequivocally that the bands 
observed had molecular z or xy polarizations. To understand 
why this is the case an understanding of how light behaves 
in a crystal is required. 
In any anisotropic crystal face there are only two di­
rections along which the electric field vector of a light 
wave can be directed. These two directions are always 
mutually perpendicular and in the face. Therefore, when a 
light wave with arbitrary polarization traveling perpendicu­
lar to this crystal face enters, it will be split into beams 
with polarizations along these two unique directions. The 
indices of refraction of the anisotropic crystal in these 
two directions will be different and will be functions of 
the frequency of the entering light. Since X = v/v = c/nv 
where n is the index of refraction, c the speed of light, 
V the velocity of the light and v its frequency which is 
related to the energy and hence constant in all media, 
the two rays will have different wavelengths while in the 
crystal. The result is that upon exiting the crystal the 
waves may have a new phase relationship. When recombined 
they may not produce light with the same intensity or plane 
of polarization as the entering ray. The phase relationship 
of the exited rays will be a function of the crystal thick­
ness and the difference in the two indices of refraction, 
called the birefringence. 
This behavior gives rise to several interesting optic 
effects which can be observed on a polarizing microscope. 
The polarizing microscope consists of a rotating stage be­
tween two polarizers. The upper polarizer, called the 
analyzer, can be removed from the optic path. The analyzer 
is normally set perpendicular to the polarizer beneath the 
stage. When the stage is empty, and the analyzer is in­
serted, no light can pass through the crossed polarizers. 
If any anisotropic crystal faced is placed on the stage and 
viewed under monochromatic light, several things will be 
observed. As the crystal is rotated at some point and 
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every 90° thereafter, the face will appear opaque. This is 
called extinction and the directions in the plane of the 
crystal face where this occurs are called extinction direc­
tions. The extinction directions correspond to the direc­
tions of polarization for the two unique rays. The explana­
tion for extinction is that since the entering ray is now 
totally polarized along an allowed direction there is no 
component of the electric vector to comprise the second ray. 
Hence, the ray in the crystal is still polarized in the same 
direction as the entering ray and will be totally eliminated 
by the analyzer. If the crystal is rotated so that the 
extinction direction is not aligned with the polarization 
of the entering light, the crystal will again be trans­
parent. However, the crystal may appear to be a color that 
does not correspond to either of the dichroic colors when 
viewed with white light. This is caused by the change in 
phasing of the two unique rays which are recombined in the 
analyzer. By using a Michel-Levy chart (19) the observed 
color of a colorless crystal can be converted to a path dif­
ference (retardation) in millimicrons. The retardation is 
equal to the birefringence times the thickness of the crystal. 
Since the indices of refraction can be measured accurately 
if their values are reasonably low and the retardation can 
be determined accurately by using a compensator, the crystal 
thickness can be determined. 
16 
This interference effect relates directly to spectro­
scopic measurements on crystals. Because the spectro-
photometric measurements involve the intensity of the 
transmitted light, any process which effects this property 
will result in unreliable results. Therefore, polarized 
crystal spectra can only be measured while the light is 
polarized along an extinction direction. If the polariza­
tion is not along an extinction direction a complex inter­
ference pattern will be observed which will distort the 
absorbance spectrum. If polarized spectra are to be used 
to determine the molecular polarizations of electronic tran­
sitions, it is important to be able to relate the molecular 
polarizations to the crystal directions. 
The relationship of the extinction directions to the 
crystal axes is also of importance. For an orthorhombic 
crystal, if the observed face is parallel to at least one 
of the crystallographic axes, that axis will be an extinc­
tion direction for all wavelengths. For example, if the 
face being observed is the (1,0,1) face of an orthorhombic 
crystal then the extinction directions are parallel and 
perpendicular to the b-axis. A similar situation results 
for cyrstals of higher symmetry except that some faces will 
be isotropic. For faces not parallel to any crystal axis, 
the extinction directions are not established by any simple 
relationship. In fact, the extinction directions for such 
17 
a face will be a function of wavelength. This implies that 
accurate measurements of the absorption may be quite dif­
ficult. 
The situation for a monoclinic crystal is quite similar. 
However, only the unique b-axis is a defined extinction di­
rection for all wavelengths. For faces not parallel to the 
b-axis, the extinction directions are not clearly indicated 
and again will be functions of wavelength. Any face of a 
triclinic crystal is essentially a general face and there­
fore, the extinction directions are not clearly specified 
and again are a function of wavelength. It is possible to 
determine the extent to which extinction directions are a 
function of wavelength if the crystal is observed on the 
polarizing microscope using white light for illumination. 
If the extinction directions are strongly altered with wave­
length, the crystal face will not extinguish but will pass 
through a series of colors around the extinction directions. 
However, many general faces will show relatively clear ex­
tinction when viewed under white light. This is because the 
change in extinction direction with wavelength is quite 
small, but not because of any required extinction. Of 
course, if monochromatic light is used for illumination 
extinction will be observed every 90° for any crystal face. 
In order to make crystal spectra useful, a method must 
be developed to relate the molecular polarizations, which 
18 
cannot be measured directly, to the crystal extinction di­
rections. To the first approximation, this is accomplished 
by using the oriented gas model. In this model the crystal 
is considered to be an ideal gas in which all the molecules 
have the same alignment. No allowance is made for inter-
molecular interactions. Therefore, it is at best an approx 
imation. The perturbations caused by crystal interactions 
can be quite large and result in experimental data that do 
not agree well with the calculated polarization ratios. 
However, the ratios obtained are usually accurate enough to 
allow the crystal polarization to be related to the proper 
molecular polarization. 
To facilitate the calculation it is important to con­
struct a set of orthogonal unit vectors to which both the 
crystal and molecular axes can then be related. For 
orthorhombic crystals or those of higher symmetry this is 
easy since the crystal a, b and c axes can be used. For 
A A A 
lower symmetry crystals a set of vectors i, j and k must 
be determined. To do this the crystal axes are formulated 
in terms of the orthogonal set. For a monoclinic crystal 
the following relations can be derived: 
A A 
a = i a = (sinp)i + (cosp)k 
A A 
b = j or b = j 
c = (cosp)i +(sinp)j c = k 
19 
Usually, the formulation that is most convenient is used. 
For a triclinic crystal the procedure is essentially the 
same. One crystal axis is made colinear with an orthogonal 
axis. The second axis is placed in the plane of the first 
crystal axis used and any other axis. The third axis is 
formulated by taking the cross product of the first two 
orthogonal axes. In practice, this is accomplished by 
taking the dot product of the unformulated crystal axis 
with itself and each of the other crystal axes. The dot 
product with itself must yield unity while the other dot 
products must provide the cosines of the crystallographic 
A A 
angles between the axes. For example if i is placed along a 
and j in the ab plane, the following equations result: 
A A 
a = i 
b = (co3Y)i + (sinY)j 
A A A A 
c = c^i + 02^ + Cgk 
A A 
c*a = cosp = c^ 
A A 
c'b = cosa = cosp cosy + siny Cg 
Q _ cosa - cosg COSY 
2 siny 
C ' C  = 1 = (cosp)^ + (c|) + c^ 
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03 = V 1 - cos^p - . 
In matrix notation, these transformations can "be written 
as 
This matrix can be used to transform from crystal axes to 
the orthogonal axes. A general crystal position (A,B,C) 
can be written as the vector Aa + Bb + Cc. This is, how­
ever, 
+ T^jk) + B(T23_i + 
+ CCTg^i + Tggj + Tggk) 
The terms of this expression can be rearranged to obtain 
+ BTgi + CTg^)! + (ATi2 
+ (AT^g 4- BT23 + CTgg)^ 
If the desired transformed vector is li + Jj + Kk it is 
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seen that 
(IjJjK) — (ÂjBJC) I ^12 ^13 \ 
^21 ^22 ^23 
^31 ^32 ^33 
The transformed vectors can then be added or subtracted to 
obtain new vectors, crossed to obtain perpendicular vectors 
or dotted to obtain angles between them. 
The transformed vectors can be used to calculate polar­
ization ratios. If a molecular axis is not aligned along 
one of the crystal axis, then a band polarized in the di­
rection of this axis will be seen in more than one crystal 
polarization. The ratio of the particular molecular polar­
ization in the two crystal polarizations is the polariza­
tion ratio. To calculate the polarization ratio it is only 
necessary to know the component in the molecular direction 
of the electric amplitude of the light polarized along the 
extinction direction. The intensity of any wave is propor­
tional to its amplitude squared. If 0 is the angle between 
the crystal and molecular polarizations, then the component 
of the electric field amplitude is cosO along the 
molecular axis. Therefore, the intensity is proportional 
2 
to cos 9. This method can be applied directly to the case 
where the x, y, and z molecular axes are all unique and the 
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three polarization ratios can be calculated. When the 
molecular symmetry contains a or higher rotation axis, 
two of the axes, usually x and y, are equivalent. This 
case has been worked out by Piper (20). His formulae are: 
p P 
Ay = cos 0 A£ + sin 0 A^ 
A I = sin^ô cos^0 A^ + (1 -sin^O cos^0)A^ Z Xj r  
where Ajj and Aj^ represent the absorbances parallel and 
perpendicular to a determined extinction direction and A^ 
and A^ are the absorbances with light polarized along the 
molecular z and x, y directions. The angle 0 is the polar 
angle between z and the "parallel" crystal axis while 0 is 
the azmuthal angle measured from x. The polarization ratios 
are determined by alternately using values of one and zero 
for A^ and A^. This problem could also be treated like 
the general case but the x and y intensity contributions 
would have to be summed to calculate the ratios. 
In Cowman and Gray's work (1^1 on RegClg", since the 
crystal structure was unknown, the polarization ratios 
could not be calculated. Therefore, the molecular polari­
zations were unknown. The crystal structure for 
[(n -C»^H^)2N]2 RegClg was reported recently by Cotton et 
al. (21). This structure proved to be rather complex. The 
cell parameters were a = 10.933, b = 15A12, c = 16.^35 & 
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and P = 122.27°. These agreed reasonably well with those 
reported by Cowman and Gray (15)* The space group was ^ 21/0* 
The RegClg" ion formed almost a perfect cube with a chlorine 
atom at each corner. The Re-Re bond can theoretically be 
placed in three equivalent orientations with no change in 
any of the bond lengths. In this compound two orientations 
were observed (see Figure 2), a major fraction with the 
metal-metal bond oriented primarily along the b-axis and a 
minor fraction which was perpendicular to b and located 
nearly along the ac diagonal. The occupancy percentages 
were found by varying the atomic occupation during structure 
refinement. It was found that 73.89^ were aligned in the 
major fraction and 26.11^ in the minor. The final structure 
had R values of R^ = .0^2 and Rg = .056. Cotton then 
derived a modified form of Piper's equations for calcula­
tion of polarization ratios in this case. He assumed 
A = S f^A^ where fis the occupancy of the i^^ orientation 
of the disorderd structure. In this case 
AII ~ ^  fiCAgCos^O^ + A^sin^Oj^) 
AJL = 2 f\(AgCos^Yi A^sin^Y^) 
The equation for Aj^ was different from the original formula­
tion. In this equation y was the angle between the molecular 
z axis and the ^  crystal direction. It can be shown that 
2h 
Figure 2. A disorder in MgXg species 
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COSY = sinO cos0. The result of this calculation gave a 
polarization ratio for a z-polarized transition of 2.158. 
The observed ratio was 2.203. Hence, the assignment of 
Cowman and Gray (15) were now truly experimentally con­
firmed. 
Recently Gray and coworkers have used a very thick 
crystal of [(nRegCl^^ in an attempt to assign 
the weaker transitions in the crystal spectrum (in l8). 
Four new regions of weak absorption between the &* +- & 
and Ô* +- 7r(Gl) bands were observed. These are listed in 
Table 3* The first weak band maximized at 17,675 cm"^ and 
consisted of three progressions with a spacing of 225 cm~^ 
which corresponds to the Re-Re stretch in the excited 
electronic state. The lowest energy progression was z-
polarized, the intermediate one xy and the higher energy 
z. It was assigned to the transition ^ Eg +- 6). 
A second absorption at 20,9^0 cm"^ exhibited only ]qr-
polarized progression with a vibrational spacing of ^00 
1 IT 
cm" . It was assigned as At , ,  An_(d p 2 ^  The 
xu J-g X -y 
third band at 23,6^5 cm" was very weak and displayed 
only one ^ -polarized progression» It was assigned as 
^A2g(6* it). The fourth system consisted of two 
sharp peaks at 27,000 and 28,100 cm~^ which are z=polarized. 
This was assigned to two Ag^ spin-orbit components derived 
from the ligand to metal charge transfer states, a and 
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b The assignments in this paper are subject to some 
question. First, there is some question about polarization 
ratios because of the disordered crystal structure. But 
secondly, the energy separations are not reasonably con­
sistent. If the Ô* +- 6 band is at l4,l40 cm~^, the tt* +- 6 
at 17,675 cm"^ and the 6* +- ir at 23,6^5 cm"^, it implies 
that the tt* level is 3? 535 cm"^ above the ô* and the ir 
—T_ 
orbital is 9,505 cm"" below the 6 level. This implies 
that the tr* •*- v should be about 27,180 cm"^. The actual 
transition was at 39,215 cm"^. This is a difference of 
over 12,000 cm"^. A calculation of this type will not 
produce perfect agreement because it fails to include dif­
ferences in electron correlation. However, 12,000 cm~^ is 
probably larger than any such error. 
Attempts were made to isolate quadruply bonded com­
plexes of other metals. As mentioned, the complex TCgCl^" 
had been isolated. However, the expense of technicium and 
the problems of working with a radioactive element have 
permitted only limited work with this metal. Interest was 
also focused on the elements tungsten and molybdenum in 
the +2 oxidation state. Tungsten shows very little pro­
pensity to form quadruple metal-metal bonds. Cotton and 
Jeremic claimed to have prepared the carboxylate complexes 
(22). While spectral evidence seemed to support the 
tungsten carboxylates being isostructural with the known 
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molybdenum carboxylates (see below), the fact that no 
crystals were obtained prevented any crystal structure de­
termination; and hence no positive confirmation was ob­
tained. The tungsten complexes were an order of magnitude 
less stable than the molybdenum complexes which are easily 
synthesized. Recently Cotton and coworkers reported the 
X-ray structure of a quadruply bonded tungsten complex 
(Collins et al., 23). The complex had the formula Lij^ 
Wg(2THP. There was a disorder in the locations 
of the methylide and chloride ligands so that the formula 
could not be totally determined by the X-ray data. The com­
plexes instability prevented accurate analytical determina­
tion of the formula but it appeared x=^. The tungsten-
tungsten distance was 2.261 S. Molybdenum (II) has been 
the most facile in forming quadruple bonds. 
The history of the molybdenum (II) carboxylates is 
rather interesting. Abel et al. (240 were interested in 
preparing sandwich complexes analogous to the dibenzene-
chromium (0) and the benzene-tricarbonylchromium (0) com­
plexes. These chromium complexes are prepared by treating 
chromium hexacarbonyl with benzene. Molybdenum hexa-
carbonyl was reacted with benzoic acid and a yellow product 
was obtained. A small amount of this material was sol­
uble in chloroform while the vast majority was insolu­
ble in any solvent. It was postulated that the soluble 
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material was a monomer consisting of the desired sandwich 
complex in which the carboxylate oxygens were also bonded 
to the molybdenum. The insoluble material was postulated 
to be a related polymer in which the carboxylate groups 
bonded to neighboring sandwiched molybdenums. These con­
cepts were quickly disproven when a similar reaction using 
acetic acid was carried out and provided a product similar 
to the benzoate complex (25)• As all the carboxylate com­
plexes were diamagnetic, they were supposed to be tetrahedral 
molybdenum (II). Later evidence (26) indicated that these 
were dimeric species. A structure consisting of two bridg­
ing carboxylates and one terminal one arranged around two 
tetrahedral molybdenum (II) atoms was proposed. However, 
the crystal structure soon proved this to be incorrect. 
The first molybdenum carboxylate crystal structure 
that was solved was for the acetate conçlex (27). The 
crystal was triclinic with unit cell parameters a = 8.35? 
b = ^.k6,  c = 7.50 S, a = 82.9, p = 105.1 and Y = 105-1°. 
The final value of R^, based on 395 reflections, was .071. 
The molecule consisted of the now familiar square planar 
arrangement of the four bridging carboxylate oxygens around 
each of the molybdenums. Unlike the rhenium carboxylates, 
there were no terminal ligands. For the charge to be bal­
anced, the molybdenums had to be in the +2 oxidation state. 
The metal-metal distance was a surprisingly short 2.11 2. 
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It vas proposed that, like the rhenium case, the molybdenums 
were bonded through a quadruple bond. Because of the low 
number of reflections used, the structure was redetermined 
by Cotton et al. in 197^ (28). Their unit cell parameters 
were a = 8.^18, b = 5*500, c = 7.529 a = 84V13, p = 
105.2^ and Y = 106.00°. The molybdenum-molybdenum distance 
was determined to be 2.093^ &. Several other carboxylates' 
structures have also been determined including MOgCOgCCF^)^ 
(29) (Mo-Mo distance 2.090 S) , Mo2(02CH)i^ (3O) (Mo-Mo 
distance 2.091 S) and Mo2(02CCH2mg)^_ (801^)2.1^20 (3I) 
(Mo-Mo distance 2.115 S). 
The electron orbital energies for molybdenum 
carboxylates have been calculated. Again both the molecular 
orbital and scattered-wave techniques have been used. 
The molecular orbital calculation was performed using the 
self-consistent charge and configuration version of the 
Wolfsberg-Helmholtz molecular orbital method (SCCC-MO) 
by Dubicki and Martin (32). The results are shown in 
Figure 3* This is a rather crude calculation. The results 
were a bit surprising. Two unoccupied orbitals are pre­
dicted between the b and &* levels. The first was an 
orbital which they labeled 60*, p p . This was essentially 
(x'^-y^) 
the antibonding sigma orbital of the molybdenum dp p and 
x--y-
the ligand sigma orbitals. However, there were two such 
antibonding combinations. The &o* level was the sigma 
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antibonding orbital with ô-bonding character. The other 
orbital is then the ô*o*. The fact that the ôo*-orbital 
was so low implied that the molybdenum d^ ^  orbitals had 
substantial ô-bonding overlap. The other unoccupied or­
bital with energy lower than the 6* level was the 
a^ (d 2»P ) orbital which was one of the nonbonding orbitals 
-Lë 2 Z 
that Cotton (10) proposed to be between the 6 and 6* levels in 
energy. The second point that must be made about this paper 
is that the e.-C""" orbital is not included. Whether 
u, 
it is one of the unlabeled doubly degenerate orbitals 
listed or was left off the drawing either by mistake or 
because its energy was below the range of the drawing is 
unknown. 
The scattered-wave calculation was done by Norman 
and Kolari (33)- The results were very similar to those 
for RegClg" (16). The lowest-energy unoccupied orbital in 
this calculation was the &*. The nonbonding orbitals were 
at very much higher energy. In addition, the amount of 
delta character in the ligand-d^ ^  sigma system was very 
much reduced in this calculation in contrast to the Dubicki 
and Martin (32) calculation. The results of the cal­
culation are also shown in Figure 3* 
Both Dubicki and Martin (32) and Norman and Kolari 
(33) studied the electronic spectra of the molybdenum 
alkyl-carboxylates. In solution the typical spectrum 
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displayed a weak band at about 23,000 cm~^, a very in­
tense band at about 33,000 cm"^ and an intense band at 
about 52,000 cm"^. The band at 23,000 cm~^ showed a distinct 
vibrational progression in the 77 K diffuse reflectance 
spectrum. The vibrational spacing was 350 cm"^ in the 
acetate complex. Because of the week intensity of the 
23,000 cm"^ band, Norman and Kolari assigned it to the 
forbidden 6 _+ or 6*. They claimed this may have 
resulted because configuration interaction slightly 
scrambled the orbital energies. The vibrational spectra 
of these complexes has also been examined both by Bratton 
et al. (16) and Ketteringham and Oldham (34). These 
two reports agreed on the observed spectra. The important 
a^g metal-metal stretch appeared as a very strong band in 
the Raman at about 400 cm"^. It varied from 4l0 cm"^ for 
the formate, to 404 cm~^ for the acetate to 398 cm"^ for 
the trifluoroacetate to 393 cm~^ for the glycine complex. 
Therefore, the 350 cm~^ reported for the vibrational spacing 
in the acetate electronic spectrum was reasonable for the 
a^g metal-metal stretch in the excited electronic state. 
Since the electronic transition required the promotion of 
an electron from a metal-metal bonding orbital, the bond 
order in the excited electronic state would be lower pro­
ducing a correspondingly lower metal-metal stretch. 
In order to provide a firm assignment for the first 
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band in the electronic spectrum of the carboxylate com­
plexes, polarized crystal spectra were required. The first 
such complex to be examined was [Mog(OgCCHgNHg)^_] (80^)2' 
This compound was chosen because of its favorable molecular 
arrangement. The compound had been reported to crystallize 
in the tetragonal space group with unit cell parameters 
a = 11.290 and c = 9.1^0 â (31)« The z-molecular axis is 
aligned along the c crystal direction. This meant that the 
symmetry of the site and the symmetry of the molecule were 
identical so that there should have been minimal perturba­
tions to the electronic spectra of the crystal. It should 
be noted that the Mo-Mo distance of 2.115 S is significantly 
longer than the 2.093^ 2 of the acetate complex with a cor­
responding reduction in the metal-metal stretch from 
cm"^ to 393 cm"^. This may be partly because two of the 
oxygens from the sulfate counter ion are only 2.93 & from 
the molybdenums. There may, therefore, be weak interactions 
in the terminal positions. In the case of an isolated 
terminal aduct, MOgXOgCCF^j^'ZCNC^H^), the Mo-Mo stretch 
dropped from 397 cm~^ to 367 cm~^ while the bond length 
increased from 2.090 to 2-129 ^ (3?)- The other inter­
esting feature of the crystal structure was that the formal 
molecular symmetry was in the crystal. This reduction 
occurred becuase the amino nitrogens are directed alter­
nately along the z-direction. 
3^  
The solution spectrum of the glycinate complex was 
quite typical for the alkyl-carboxylate species (31). A 
moderate band (& ~ 100 cm~^M~^) was located at 22,62^ cn"^, 
an intense band (e ~ 8000 cm"^M~^) at 3^,24? cm"^ and a 
third band (e ~ 4000 cm~%~^) at Mf,053 cm~^. The polarized 
crystal spectra are shown in Figure 4 (36). The spectra 
appeared to have greater intensity in the z-direction but 
did show appreciable intensity in the xy-polarization. In 
the z-polarization two vibrational series were observed. 
The first was a weak series beginning at 20,570 cm"^ and 
consisted of four peaks. The last was observed as a shoulder 
on the first peak of the second z-polarized series tAiich 
began at 21,510 cm~^. The separation for the first series 
was 3^3 ± 9 cm"^ while for the second was 3^5 ± 10 cm""^. 
These values were consistent with the 350 cm"^ reported by 
Dubicki and Martin (32). The first weak series was pro­
posed to be a transition which is forbidden in symmetry 
but allowed in symmetry. The peak at 20,750 cm~^ was 
presumably the 0-0 transition. Possible transitions which 
would fulfill this selection rule were +" 
^A^g. The other z-polarized progression was assigned as a 
vibronic series. As its first band was at 21,510 cm~^, it 
implied that the exciting asymmetric vibration had an energy 
of 9^0 cm"^ (21,510-20,570). In the ^-polarization, the 
vibrational structure appeared as pairs. The first xy-
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progression began at 21,790 cm~^ and consisted of seven 
lines with an average separation of 3^2 + 11 cm"^ while the 
second six peak progressions began at 21,930 cm"^ with an 
average separation of 3^ + 8 cm"^. This electronic transi­
tion was also assigned as a vibronic transition excited by 
two asymmetric vibrations of 1220 and 1360 cm"^. Only one 
totally symmetric vibration appeared in the four Frank-
Condon progressions. This vibrational separation is con­
sistent with the energy of the Mo-Mo stretch in the excited 
electronic state. This implied that the transitions were 
localized on the metals and probably involved a transition 
from a metal-metal bonding to an antibonding orbital. How­
ever, as the transition had such low intensity it was not 
consistent with the ô* ô transition. 
The second carboxylate complex crystal spectra studied 
was the tetra-jj,-formatodimolybdenum (II) (37)- This complex 
crystallized in the orthorhombic space group P2]_2]_2]_ ^th 
unit cell parameters a = 12.288, b = 12.930, and c = 5-500 
S (30). In this case the metal-metal bond was not aligned 
along any crystal axis. The calculated polarization ratios 
for the observed (0,1,0) face were: For a z-polarized 
transition A^/Aa = 4^3, for an xy-polarized transition 
Aq/Aa = .36. The observed spectra are shown in Figure 
The first bond was at 21,870 cm~~ in the a-polarization and 
21,880 cm"^ in c and was quite sharp. This single peak was 
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followed by a pair of bands and thereafter by groups of 
three peaks. The separation for all three progressions 
was 350 + 10 cm~^. This implied that a single a^g vibra­
tion was the basis for the three Frank-Condon progressions. 
The second progression consists of the higher energy band in 
the pair and the middle band in the succeeding three pair 
groups. The third progression is then the higher energy 
band of each group of three. 
The intensities of all three series appeared to be 
greater in the a-polarization. From the polarization ratios 
this would imply ^-polarization. However, the ratios of 
the intensities of the second progression to the first and 
third progressions were smaller in a than in c-polarization. 
This implied that the intermediate transition was probably 
z-polarized. Because of the overlapping of these bands, it 
was quite difficult to accurately measure the actual in­
tensities of these bands. This was complicated by the lack 
of molecular alignment resulting in components in both 
polarizations. In addition, crystal phonon effects could 
provide enhancement of intensity in the c-direction. The 
end result of this was that the spectra of 
believed to be fundamentally the same as for the glycine 
complex. 
A series of carboxylate dimers was studied by Trogler 
et al. (38). Single crystal polarized spectra were obtained 
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for the acetate complex. The complexes 
were studied as films "by 
subliming the complexes onto quartz disks. The resulting 
spectra were in good agreement with those reported for the 
formate complex, however, the assignments in this paper 
were quite different. First, the 6* 6 assignment was not 
considered for the lowest energy transition because of the 
low intensity. The oscillator strength for this band in 
the acetate con^lex is only 1.1 x 10"^ for an acetonitrile 
solution. The basis for their assignments was a reduction 
in symmetry in the carboxylate complexes. In the structure 
of each of the carboxylates, each square plane of oxygens 
is distorted along the diagonals. This destroys the equiv­
alence of the X- and y-axes and lowers the symmetry to 
By using the location of several hot bands (transitions from 
excited vibrational states in the ground electronic state) 
in MOgCCFgCOg)^, the supposedly electric dipole-forbidden 
origin was located at 21,862 cm"^. The transition was as­
signed to ^ Eg +- • This transition is electric 
dipole-forbidden but magnetic dipole-allowed. Such a tran­
sition would be at least 100 times less intense than an 
electric dipole-allowed one. Since this origin was not ob­
served in the only crystal studied by Trogler et al, (38), 
its polarization is unknown. The exciting nontotally sym­
metric vibration was assigned to an ag^ mode with a frequency 
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of 191 cm"^. The iiig)ortant point is that again the lowest 
energy transition was not ô* •»- 6. 
The research to be reported here was undertaken to 
examine the crystal spectra of noncarboxylate molybdenum (II) 
dimers. Two confound systems were to be studied. The first 
was the complex K^^OgClg« 2H2O. This compound had been pre­
pared by Brencic and Cotton (39)• This complex is iso-
electronic in the valence shell with RegClg" in which the 
0* ^ 6 transition was observed. The second system to be 
studied was the tetra-^-sulfatodimolybdate complexes.• Both 
a molybdenum (II) and an oxidized mixed-oxidation molybdenum 
(II,III) complex were known. These were first prepared by 
Bowen and Taube (40) and were fully characterized by Angell 
et al. (4l) and Cotton et al. (42, 43). In these complexes 
the molybdenum is again surrounded by four oxygen atoms. 
This system would test whether the oxygen ligands are re­
sponsible for the disappearance of the 5* & transition. 
Also, the existence of two identical complexes that differ 
only by one electron would make an interesting study. 
4-1 
II. EXPERIMENTAL 
A. Preparation of Crystals 
The compounds K^^MOgClg, and K^MOgCSO^^)]^ were 
all provided by Dr. Thomas R. Webb of Auburn University. 
Crystals of K^MOgClg? ZHgO were prepared by dissolving 
small amounts of the powdered anhydrous compound in constant 
boiling hydrochloric acid (CBHCl) and allowing this solution 
to evaporate from between two inch square quartz plates in 
a dry bag inflated with nitrogen. The constant boiling HCl 
was prepared by distilling concentrated HCl under nitrogen 
and collecting only the fraction that distilled above 104°C. 
The distilled acid was approximately 6 M. The solutions of 
K^^MOgClg in CBHCl were quite sensitive to oxygen. However, 
it was noticed that solutions, even under nitrogen, changed 
from dark purple to yellow over the course of several days. 
This appeared to be not a decomposition but perhaps an aqua­
tion of the complex. In any event, the dark purple crystals 
of Kj^MogClg • 2H2O were obtained after about five days of 
evaporation under nitrogen, sometimes from totally yellow 
solutions. The crystals appeared to be indefinitely stable 
in air and required no special handling. 
Crystals of E^MOgC80^^)^^.2520 were prepared by litera­
ture methods (42). A U-tube with a glass frit dividing it 
into two compartments was used as a crystal grower. Into 
h2 
one compartment was placed a saturated solution of 
dissolved in .IM HgSO]^ \rtiile a solution of Ki^MogCSOj^)!^ 
powder in .IM HgSO^ was introduced into the other. The 
had been carefully deoxygenated before use and the 
grower was filled and sealed in a dry bag under nitrogen. 
Failure to exclude oxygen results in the oxidation of the 
complex and yields the confound K^MOg(80]^)2^* 3. . The 
crystal grower was placed in a freezer at about 0°C for 2h 
hours. Crystals of the con^lex were then filtered in air. 
Again, the crystals were air stable. 
The compound K^MOg(»3.was totally insoluble. 
All attempts to dissolve this con^lex led to decomposition. 
The crystals provided by Dr. ¥ebb were satisfactory for 
spectral work. 
Potassium halide pellets were prepared in a standard 
I.R. pellet press. Approximately 80 mg of halide-complex miX' 
ture was used for each pellet. 
B. Spectra 
All spectra were recorded on a Gary Model 14 spectro­
photometer. For spectra in the ultraviolet-visible region 
(7000 S and less) a Model 14-71200 high intensity light 
source and a Model l4604-< low phototube were used. 
For the near-I.R. region (20,000 to 7,000 2) the standard 
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tungsten lanç) was used as a source with a lead sulfide 
detector. In near-1.R. operation the optic path on the 
Gary l4 is reversed so that the radiation passes through 
the sample and is then monochromated. Polarization was 
obtained from two glan-type calcite polarizers. The ec­
centricity of the polarizers was about 4-0 at 10,000 cm~^ 
and greater than 200 at 30j000 cm~^. One polarizer was 
mounted in the sample compartment and could be rotated by 
an external crank. Under the U.V.-visible mode the polar­
izer was behind the crystal. In the I.R. mode it inter­
cepted the beam before the crystal. The polarizer in the 
reference beam was set to match the sample polarizer to 
balance absorbance due to calcite and cancel out systematic 
polarization of the spectrophotometer optics. The reference 
beam was balanced and attenuated by pinholes and neutral 
density screens. This allows for the recording of ab-
sorbances greater than 2. The use of an attenuated ref­
erence beam results in larger slit widths and correspondingly 
lower resolution. Spectra with slits greater than 1 mm were 
rejected. 
The crystals were mounted on metal plates. Crystals 
grown on quartz plates were loosened with absolute alcohol. 
Crystals were transferred to the plates on the tips of sew­
ing needles. As the crystals w ere moved around t hey a c ­
quired static charge and would cling to the needles. The 
¥f 
crystals were held over the pinholes by a patch of vacuum 
grease. Two types of plates were used. Crystals for U.V.-
visible studies were quite small, often about mm on a 
side. These were mounted over pinholes made in 3 mil thick 
platinum sheet. Because of the decreased sensitivity in 
the near-I.R., much larger crystals were required. Slits of 
appropriate size were cut into brass sheet and the crystals 
were mounted over them. The slits were mounted vertically 
in the Gary l4- to maximize the amount of crystal in the 
light beam. 
Two types of cryostats were used for recording of low 
temperature spectra. In one type the metal plate on which 
the crystal was mounted was placed against a copper cold 
finger in the vacuum space of the cryostat. The top of the 
cold finger was the bottom of the can containing the coolant 
and the crystal was cooled by conduction. The coolant can 
was filled with either liquid nitrogen or helium. Since 
the crystal was cooled by conduction through the grease 
holding it in place, the metal plate and the cold finger 
the temperature of the crystal was somewhat uncertain. 
Spectra in which liquid helium was the coolant were assigned 
a temperature of 15" K although they were probably lower. 
No temperature measurement device was available for these. 
The second cryostat was an Andonian Cryogenics model which 
used a separate sample can. Liquid helium was throttled 
5^ 
from the coolant can, past a vapor heater and then cooled 
the sample. Since the sample was in direct contact with 
the cooling vapor or liquid, its temperature could be ac­
curately determined. A four lead germanium resistance 
thermometer was used for temperature measurement. To min­
imize the resistance of the leads, the resistance was read 
using a constant current source which was constructed. One 
milliampere of current powered the circuit through the power 
leads, and the voltage was read across the thermometer 
resistor. The voltage, read in millivolts, was equal to 
the resistance in ohms. However, at liquid helium tempera­
tures the resistance was over 250 5, so a power of over 2.5 
X 10"^ watts was heating the resistor. This undoubtedly 
led to the temperature readings being slightly too high. 
Therefore, the temperature listed are maximum values but 
probably are within 1° of the actual value. Temperature 
was maintained to within + .2° while recording spectra. 
Baselines were determined by using a blank pinhole and 
recording blank spectra in the cryostat with the same pol­
arizer settings and reference attenuation. The spectra and 
baselines were automatically punched on cards by a Cary-
Datex digitalization system. The spectra were assembled, 
baselines subtracted and the finished spectra plotted on the 
Calcomp plotter by a program that was written. The algorithm 
for this program was, in part, based on the program IPLOT by 
if6 
Dr. L. D. Hunter (Mf). 
To determine the molar absorptivities, the thickness 
of the crystal had to be determined. Two methods were 
used. Occasionally, very good crystals with optic faces 
were obtained. In these crystals interference caused by 
internal reflection was observed. The interference pattern 
in the spectra could be used to determine the crystal thick­
ness (^5)* Secondly, the indices of refraction could be 
determined and the interference color under crossed polars 
used to obtain the thickness. Indices of refraction were 
determined by the Becke line method utilizing a set of 
standard liquids from the Cargille Co. Accurate measure­
ments of the retardation were made using a rotary compen­
sator. The molar concentrations required for the molar 
absorptivity calculation could be obtained by determining 
the volume of the unit cell and the number of molecules in 
this volume. The molar absorptivity then has the standard 
form £ = A/bc where e is the molar extinction coefficient, 
b is the crystal thickness, c the molar concentration and 
A the absorbance. 
For accurate assignment of crystal spectra, the face 
being observed had to be identified. For K2Mo2(S0^)j^«3.5ÏÎ20 
this was accomplished by taking rotation photographs using 
the two facial axes as rotation axes. The axes for the 
other compounds were identified on an automatic four-circle 
7^ 
diffractometer. The facial axes were identified by aligning 
the axes vertically. The compound I^Mo2(So^^)j^*2H20 was 
aligned on the Syntex diffractcmeter while K^^MOgClg was 
aligned on the Ames Laboratory diffractometer (46). In 
addition, a complete set of diffraction data was taken for 
K^MOgClg to provide the extent of disorder in the crystals 
used for spectroscopy as compared to published values. 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Ki^Mo2Clg'2H20 
The compound Ki^MogClg was first prepared "by Brencic and 
Cotton in 1969 (39). The compound was prepared by reacting 
MogCCHgCOg)!^ with hydrochloric acid at about 0°. As solu­
tions of MOgClg" decomposed quickly in the presence of oxy­
gen, the acid had to be carefully deoxygenated. The initial 
product was quite soluble in the acid but was readily pre­
cipitated by the addition of KCl. The ion MOgClg" like 
P 8 
RegClg had a d electronic configuration. 
The crystal structure of Kj^MOgClg • 2H2O was reported 
simultaneously with the preparation (39) • The compound 
crystallized in the orthorhombic space group with 
unit cell dimensions a = 8=00^^ b = 13=26? and 0 = 8.059 
There were two molecules per unit cell. The structure of 
p 
the ion was the same as RegClg". It consisted of two square 
planes stacked in an eclipsed configuration. The molybdenum-
molybdenum distance was 2.138 (4-) â and the modylbdenum-
chlorine distance was 2.^5 2. As in RegClg" the metal dis­
tance was shorter than the eclipsed chlorine-chlorine dis­
tance which was an average of 3*^1 This distance was 
only slightly longer than the 3-35 & between cis-chlorines 
within a given plane. The chlorines form nearly a cube. 
As mentioned earlier, this can lead to a disorder in which 
9^ 
the metal-metal bond can flip 90° with nearly no change in 
the ligand positions (see Figure 2). Such a disorder was 
observed in this crystal. The majority fraction which rep­
resented 93^ of the molecules was oriented with the metal-
metal bond colinear with the crystal c-axis. For the other 
7^, the metal-metal bond was in the ab-plane and made about 
a 3^.1° angle with the b-axis. Lastly, the water molecules 
were not coordinated to the molybdenums. 
When crystals were grown between quartz plates, two 
types of crystals were obtained. The single crystals of 
Kj^MOgCls• 2H2O appeared as dark purple-red prisms with a 
well developed (1,0,0) face. These crystals displayed the 
typical extinction under crossed polars. They also displayed 
strong dichroism. The second type of crystal appeared as 
purple rhomboids. These crystals displayed very little 
dichroism. When viewed under crossed polars they displayed 
unusual behavior. The crystals could be divided into four 
regions by the facial diagonals. At some point, the two 
opposed quadrants would get very dark and change to various 
colors. However, they never cleanly extinguished. When the 
other quadrants assumed an identical alignment, they behaved 
similarly. These crystals were assumed and later confirmed 
to be twins. 
Both single and twined crystals were studied by X-ray 
diffraction. The single crystals were studied to determine 
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if the orientational disorder was the same in the crystals 
used for spectroscopy as it was in those reported by Brencic 
and Cotton (39)• A complete data set was collected. Unit 
cell parameters were determined to be a = 8.019, b = 13*302 
and c = 8.053 & which was in good agreement with those 
previously reported. The structure was not determined be­
cause it was apparent that the data set was nearly identical 
with that of Brencic and Cotton. The twins were mounted with 
the long diagonal of the face along the fiber. The crystal 
quickly indexed to a unit cell with identical dimensions as 
the single crystal. The b-axis was identified as the axis 
of rotation. However, the rotation photographs, most notably 
the b-axis rotation, under close examination indicated 
twinning. The fact that this twin was so reproducible and 
that it indexed so well was proof of a strong twinning law. 
This twinning probably involves the similarity in length 
of the a- and c-axes. No determination was made, though, 
of the exact plane of twinning. 
The vibrational spectra of both the anhydrous and 
dihydrated K^Mo^Clg have been studied (16, 3^, ^ 7). Both 
the I.R. and Raman bands are reported in Table 3. The im­
portant frequencies were the Raman bands at ~350 cm~^ which 
is the metal-metal stretch and ~280 cm"^ which is the totally 
symmetric metal-chlorine stretch. The 350 cm"^, however, 
may not be truly representative of the metal-metal stretch. 
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Table 3* Vibrational frequencies for K^MbgClg 
Ki^Mo H
 
00
 K^.Mo 2Clg.2H20 
IR*(cm-l) Ramantecm"^) IR&(cm-l) Raman® (cm~^) 
3535* m 
3485* m 
1640* w 
345.9 s 434 s 3^9 s 
302 s 315.6 vw 300 sh 320 s 
275 s 276.7 m 288 s 
243 sh 
280 m 
183 m 191.1 w 188 sh 194 w 
160 m 160 m 
128 s 142 vs 
113 m 115 w 
102 vw 108 vw 
91 m 91 vw 
68^ vw 
s = strong 
w = weak 
V = very 
m = medium 
sh= shoulder 
^Reference 16. 
^Reference 47. 
^Reference 34-. 
^Water frequencies. 
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In the bromide compound (WHi^)i^Mo2Brg the metal-metal distance 
was a comparable 2.135 2, but the metal-metal stretching 
frequency was only 335 cm"^ (3^)* Ketteringham and Oldham 
(340 speculated that the metal-metal stretch was being raised 
by interaction with the Mo-Cl stretch. Clark and Franks 
(4-7) have reported the resonance Raman spectra of Kt^MogClg 
observed by excitation with an Ar^ laser operating at 51^5 
S which nearly corresponded to the wavelength of the first 
observed transition. Two progressions were observed. The 
first consisted of six peaks based on the metal-metal 
stretch. The second five peak progression was based on the 
combinations of the metal-chlorine (v = 1) with the metal-
metal stretch (v = 0,1,2, etc.). The harmonic constant 
was determined to be 3^7.1 + .03 and the anharmonicity con­
stant was 0.52 + 0.06. 
There have been several previous reports of the 
electronic spectrum of K^MOgClg. No solution spectrum have 
lL_ 
been reported, however. This is because MOgClg undergoes 
rapid aquation with a blue shift for the lowest energy tran­
sition. Bowen and Taube (4-0) have investigated this aqua­
tion and reported that in noncomplexing acids at least three 
chloride ligands are replaced by water. However, their study 
was not thorough enough to determine the exact products or 
rates. Clark and Franks (4-7) reported that aquation occurs 
rapidly even in concentrated hydrochloric acid saturated 
with HCl. To obtain a spectrum of the yellow aquated com­
pound solution and some idea of the rate of aquation, the 
reaction of a 2.9 x 10"^ M solution of Ki^Mo^Clg in de-
oxygenated constant boiling hydrochloric acid (~6 M) was 
studied briefly. At room temperature the reaction appeared 
to be first order with a half-life of ~12.^ minutes. After 
three hours the spectrum displayed two bands in the visible; 
one at 13,333 cm~^ (e = 109) and one at 23,696 cm~^ (e = 
1,360). The extinction coefficients were based on the as­
sumption that the chromophore was still dimeric. The band 
at 23,696 cm"^ seemed to gain intensity in proportion to 
the loss in intensity of the band at 19,300 cm~^. This band 
would then correspond to the lowest energy band in MOgClg". 
The band at 13,333 cm"^ was a band not observed in MOgClg^ 
which could be indicative of terminal coordination or re­
duced symmetry in the aquated ion. From this data the molar 
absorptivity of K^^MOgClg in hydrochloric acid at 19,300 cm"^ 
was determined to be about 870 M~^cm~^. 
The solid state spectrum obtained by diffuse reflectance 
was reported by Clark and Franks (4?). They observed two 
bands in the compound K^MOgClg, One was at about 19,000 
cm"^ and the other at about 30,000 cm"^. For the compounds 
where the cation was rubidium, cesium, and ammonium, but 
not potassium, a band at about 62^0 cm"^ was also observed. 
At 77 K this band displayed a vibrational progression of 
24 
about 285 cm"^. They assigned the band at -19,000 cm"*^ as 
(&'* &) while the band at ~6250 cm"^ was as­
signed as the corresponding triplet. However, there are 
some reservations to the triplet assignment. A separation 
of nearly 13,000 cm"^ between a singlet and its triplet 
would be very large though perhaps not impossible. The 
cation dependence would also be unusual. The transition at 
625'0 cm"^ was probably due to an impurity. One possible 
impurity might be the MOgCl^" ion. This ion has never been 
isolated. However, the transition energies for the known 
compounds with bond order 3«5, K^MOgCSo]^)^ (see below) and 
K3TC2CI8 (48) absorb in this region. Undoubtedly the large 
counter-ions would help to stabilize this compound. The 
lower energy of the vibrational progressions would also be 
consistent with the reduction in bond order. 
Cowman and Gray (1?) reported the solid state absorp­
tion spectrum obtain from a compressed pellet. At 5 K the 
spectrum revealed richly structured vibrational progres­
sions with an origin at 17,897 cm"^ and a spacing of about 
351 cm"^. This transition was assigned as ^ Ag^ *- ^A^^ 
(6* -f- 6). Both Cowman and Gray (15) and Clark and Franks 
(4?) commented on the fact that the low temperature vibra­
tional spacing is about 3^0 cm"^ as compared to a ground 
state spacing of about 3^9 cm" . The fact that there was 
little change between the ground and excited state vibrations 
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was attributed to a change in the interstate interaction 
between the metal-metal and metal-chloride totally symmetric 
stretching modes. 
A complete scattered-wave calculation for MogClg"" 
has been reported by Norman and Kolari (^9, 50)» The results 
of the calculation are shown in Figure 6. The orbitals 
shown all have 80^ or more metal character. This diagram 
is quite similar to those shown for RegClg" and 
(Figures 1 and 3)• In this calculation, the percentage 
metal and chlorine characters of each orbital were obtained. 
All the metal-metal orbitals contained some chlorine char­
acter. This is not explained well by Tr-bonding. The and 
&* levels could form """-bonds with various combinations of 
the 16 nonbonding chlorine 3p-orbitals. However, in all 
cases there is more chlorine character in the filled metal-
metal bonding orbitals than in the empty antibonding or­
bitals. This would argue against """-bonding. A better 
explanation is configuration interaction between states 
with the same symmetry. As the chlorine nonbonding orbitals 
have energy comparable or slightly less than the metal-metal 
bonding orbitals they interact strongly with each other and 
this raises the energy of the metal-metal bonding orbitals. 
Similar interactions are possible vjrith the metal-metal anti-
bonding orbitals but since the energy difference is greater 
the interactions are much less. This idea is further 
?6 
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The metal orbital levels in MogClg" calculated by 
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substantiated by the fact that in the compound K^MOgCCH^)^ 
the lowest energy transition is blue shifted (51) corre­
sponding to a widening of the gap between bonding and anti-
bonding orbitals. This results because there are no non-
bonding orbitals available for interaction and the bonding 
orbitals are lowered in energy more than the antibonding 
Mo-Mo orbitals. In Table 4- the calculated transitions 
energies are listed. In general, the calculated transition 
energies are lower than those observed. 
Crystals of Kj^Mo^Clg • 2H2O displayed very strong 
dichroism. When the light was polarized along the c-axis 
the crystals were dark red. When polarized along the b-
axis the crystals became light red to pink depending on the 
crystal thickness. This dichroism was also observed on the 
spectrophotometer. The c-polarization displayed a very in­
tense band at ~19,000 cm"^. This band was always too in­
tense to be measured for the crystals used. The c-direction 
corresponds to the metal-metal axis direction for 93^ of 
the molecules. It was possible to record good b-polarized 
spectra and the lowest energy band in b-polarization is 
shown in Figure 7 at both room temperature and 3*7 K. It 
was assumed that this b-polarized spectrum represented a 
component of the z-polarization of the minority orientation. 
To obtain an estimate of the intensity of the c-polarized 
spectrum, polarization ratios were calculated. The molecular 
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Table Calculated and observed transitions for MOgClg" 
Transition^ 
Symmetry 
Type Observed 
Transition 
(cm-1) 
Calculated 
Transition 
(cm-1) 
•^2u 
6* •+- 6 19,000 13,700 
6* +- IT >-22,000 23,700 
6cr* 4- 6 2^,600 
% 50* ^  TT 3^,100 3^,100 
\ S)* 4— 37,500 
6* +- V 38,600 
TT* +- TT 39,400 
^Reference 50. 
^All transitions originate from a ground state. 
°This work. 
= ligand nonbonding. 
3.0-
3.7 K 
2.0 
300K 
[û 1.0 — 
18,000 
V 
17000 19,000 
(cm"'' ) 
21.000 20,000 
Figure 7. The b-polarized spectrum of the lowest-energy transition 
of Ki^Mo2Clg«2Hp_0 
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z-axis was coincident with the crystal c-axis for the ma­
jority fractions hut was 3^.1° from b for the minority. 
The resulting polarization relationship was c:b = .93/ 
(.07 X .68) =19.7 where the .68 = cos^3^.1 and the .93 
and .07 are the occupational percentages. These occupational 
percentages may vary slightly for crystal to crystal which 
would result in some error in the molar absorptivity. For 
the spectrum shown in Figure 7 the crystal was determined 
to be 12 + 3|J- thick. Therefore, the molar absorptivity may 
be found by multiplying the absorbancies by 21$" + 50 cm'^M"^. 
Using this factor and the calculated polarization ratio the 
oscillator strength was determined to be about 3*1 % 10" . 
This was quite comparable to the 2.3 x 10°°^ reported for 
O 
RegClg in methanol (4). Again the oscillator strength was 
lower than what would be expected for a fully allowed tran­
sition. The band at 19,000 cm~^, however, was assigned as 
in EegClg" (15) as ^Ag^ +- ^A^^ (6* +-6). 
The 19,000 cm~^ band exhibited vibrational structure 
at 3*7 K which was almost but not totally lost at room 
temperature. There were three A^^ vibrations in MOgClg" 
which were the bases for Frank-Condon progressions. These 
were the metal-metal stretch, a metal-chloride stretch and 
a Mo-Mo-CI bending mode. Since the lowest observed transi­
tion, 6* -H 6, is metal localized, the metal-metal stretch 
should produce the most intense progression. The sépara-
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tion of the peaks in an observed progression would then 
correspond to the frequency of this metal-metal stretch in 
the excited electronic state. 
In the observed 3*7 K b-polarized 6* +-6 transition 
for the minority orientation, shown in Figure 7, at first 
there appeared to be only one vibrational progression. The 
actual separations as read from the recorder chart are 
given in Table The first separation is 38i cm~^ whereas 
the average for the next five well resolved bands is 327 + 
7.5 cm~^. This large separation between the first two ob­
served vibrational levels was reproducible and was observed 
in all crystals studied. This value of 381 cm~^ was greater 
than either the metal-metal stretch of ~3^9 cm"^ or the Mo-Cl 
stretch of ~280 cm~^ and implied that what was being ob­
served is fairly complex. The separation of 34-7 cm"^ be­
tween the second and third members was probably also high. 
The remaining separations were reasonable for the metal-
metal stretching frequency in the excited state. It was 
also noticed that the vibrational components were quite 
broad. It was postulated that the irregularity in the sep­
arations is due to the contribution of more than just the 
one totally symmetric vibration. These vibrations would 
have different Frank-Condon factors. As the 6* & tran­
sition would most alter the Mo-Mo bond, the metal-metal 
stretch would be most distorted and have the most pronounced 
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Table Vibrational structure in the 19,000 cm-1 band for 
b-polarization of Ki(J^02Clg * 2H2O and for KCl pellets 
of Ki^02Cl8 • 2H2O and for Ki^02Cl8 at liquid helium 
temperatures 
Single Crystal RCl Pellet KCl Pellet 
Ki^O2Cl8*2H20 KlfMo2Cl8 • 2H2O K^Mo^Clg 
^.7 K ^.7 K 1^ K 
V Av V Av V Av 
cm-1 cm"^ cm-1 cm~^ cm-1 cm~^ 
18,083 ±6 17,912 ±20 17,930 ±15 
I8,if6^±6 381 18,280 ±20 370 18,260 ±15 330 
18,804 ±6 3^0 18,660 ±20 380 18,620 ±15 300 
19,128 ±6 324 19,000 ±20 340 18,960 ±15 340 
19,445 ±10 327 19,340 ±20 340 19,280 ±20 320 
19,775 ±15 320 19,660 ±30 320 19,620 ±20 340 
20,101 ±20 325 19,990 ±30 330 19,920 ±20 300 
Ave. 336 ± 23 Ave. 347 ± 23 Ave. 322 ± 18 
Overall Average = 335 - 23 
and longest series. The involvement of more than one a^^ 
vibration would be consistent with the spectrum of RegClg 
(1^) and the resonance Raman spectrum of MOgClg" (^7). 
In order to observe the extent of this irregularity in 
the vibrational progressions, spectra of both the anhydrous 
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and dihydrated MOgClg" compounds were obtained from com­
pressed KCl pellets. The pellet spectra in the region of 
the 6* X- Ô transition are shown in Figure 8 and the ob­
served vibrational progressions tabulated in Table 5. The 
energy of the bands in the pellets was lowered by over 100 
cm"^ from that in the single crystal. There were two pos­
sible explanations for this. The first was that the pellet 
spectra correspond to the spectrum of the majority fraction 
in the crystal. As none of the vibrational structure was 
located in the c-polarized spectrum, the agreement with the 
pellet spectrum could not be confirmed by our experiments. 
However, this would imply that the spectrum of the minority 
fraction may be distorted by the crystal field because of 
its different orientation. A second explanation was that 
the change in environment from the crystal to the pellet 
resulted in this lowering of energy. With regards to the 
vibrational progressions, the dihydrate pellet appeared to 
exhibit the unusually large separations observed in the 
crystal while the anhydrous compound did not. In fact, the 
322 cm~^ average separation for the anhydrous compound 
agrees well with the 32^ cm~^ average separation for the 
last four bands in the dihydrate crystal. Lastly, the di­
hydrate pellet spectrum agrees well with that of Cowman 
and Gray (15). 
Returning to the b-polarized crystal spectrum, the 
PELLET SPECTRA 
I I I I I I I I I I J_i 
16,000 17000 18,000 19,000 20,000 
L' (cm'1) 
Figure 8. KCl pellet spectra for K^^MOgClg and Kj^MogClg • 2H2O at K 
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first observed vibrational band at 18,083 seemed to 
display a low energy tail. As this first band was presumed 
to be the 0-0 transition, it should be quite sharp. It was 
possible that this tail represented the spin-forbidden 
transition ^"^Ig* spin-orbit coupling of molyb­
denum is sufficiently low that such a transition should be 
3 1 
quite weak. However, the proposed A^^ transition 
would be polarized in the ^-polarization. Therefore this 
absorption in the b-polarization would be associated with 
the majority orientation and the intensity observed in the 
17,200-17,800 cm~^ region might be reasonable. However, a 
T O T 
separation of only 1,000 cm" between ^ Ag^ and Ag^ seems 
somewhat small and in the absence of vibrational structure, 
this assignment is only problematical. 
The polarized crystal spectra for Ki^Mo^Clj^ • 2HoO between 
20,000 and 32,000 cm"^ are shown in Figure 9» There was 
weak absorption between 22,000 and 2^,000 cm~^. This ab­
sorption was poorly characterized both with regards to its 
polarization and with regard to its temperature dependence. 
Norman and Kolari (50) calculated that there should be two 
vibronic transitions in this region. One would be ^A^ 
S o 
(6* -(- 71 ) at 23,700 cm" and the other (6c* -h &) 
at 24,600 cm~^. These assignments would be consistent with 
the observed spectra. 
The next observed band was at 28,800. It was strongly 
1 1 1 1 r 
K^M 02Clg ' 2 H2O 
b- Polarization 
300K / 
c - Polarization 
\ 300 K 
ON 
ON 
I L J L 
20.000 25.000 
\j ( c m'T ) 
30,000 
Figure 9» Polarized absorption spectra for K^MOgClg'ZHgO 
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c-polarized. This band represents the majority orientation 
and is, therefore, z-polarized. While this band was not 
very intense, it did narrow and gain intensity upon cooling. 
It, therefore, behaved as a dipole-allowed transition. 
There are two possible assignments for this band. The first 
is +- (6cr* 4- b^gLj^). This transition would be 
dipole-allowed and c-polarized for the majority orientation. 
The low intensity would occur because it corresponds to a 
promotion of an electron from a chlorine 3p-orbital with 
pure "-symmetry, with respect to an Mo-Cl bond, into an 
antibonding orbital with pure sigma character. Jorgensen 
(52) has commented that such charge transfer bands typically 
have low intensity. However, such an assignment would be 
in disagreement with the calculations of Norman and Kolari 
(50) which indicate that such a transition should have an 
energy of at least 48,000 cm"^. A second possible assign­
ment is as the triplet of the nearest higher energy fully 
allowed transition. The KCl pellet spectrum indicated this 
band was at 31,^00 cm"^. The c-polarized crystal spectrum 
could be recorded from low energy to 31,800 cm"^ whereas the 
b-polarized spectrum could only be obtained out to 28,600 
cm"^. This implies that this band at 31,400 cm~^ is xy-
polarized. This band is then akin to the 30,870 cm"^ band 
in RegClg" (17). Gray and coworkers (in 17) attributed 
this band to the transition from a chlorine e level to g 
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the 6* level (^E +- ^A-, ). Norman and Kolari (50) have 
T n 
calculated that the transition +- A^g {ba*  +- tt) should 
occur at 31,400 cm~^, precisely the energy for this band. 
The charge transfer band akin to the one in RegClg" is cal­
culated to be at 37,500 cm"^. Either of these possible as­
signments satisfies the symmetry requirements. The transi­
tion at 28,800 cm"^ could then possibly be ^A^g. 
However, this triplet transition would have intensity in 
both the z- and ^-polarizations. It is nearly totally c-
polarized (z-polarized for the majority orientation). While 
there is a little shoulder in the b-polarization, it prob­
ably represents the minority orientation. In addition, a 
similar band was observed in RegClg (17). This band was 
at about 35,700 cm"^. While it is shown in the figure in 
the reference as being z-polarized, it is reported in the 
table as being xy-polarized. It is assumed that the table 
is in error. If the drawing is correct, this band in Re^Clg 
could not have been the triplet band, ^A^g, because 
it was on the high energy side of the xy-polarized transi­
tions at 30,870; 31,750; and 34,480 cm"^. Therefore, the 
first assignment is favored. This would imply that the 
chlorine nonbonding orbitals may have higher energies than 
calculated. 
The observed spectrum is summarized in Table 4. 
The spectra of other nonbridged molybdenum dimers are 
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very similar in the location of their "bands. The bands in 
)| I )I I 
the spectra of Mo2(CS^)g", MogCai)!^. and Mog (aq) as well as 
MogClg" are reported in Table 6. It will be noted that the 
lowest energy band is blue shifted from MOgClg" as would be 
expected because of the chlorine nonbonding interactions 
with the metal-metal orbitals. 
B. Ki^MOgC80^)^.aHgO and K^MOgCSO^)^..3. 
As mentioned in the introduction, the spectra of the 
tetra-carboxylate dimolybdenum compounds were somewhat 
anamolous in that the lowest energy band has not been as­
signed as the Ô* -f- 6 transition. To determine if there was 
something unique about bridged dimers with oxygen ligands, 
the compounds Kj^MogC80i^)2H2O and were 
studied. These compounds also provided a unique opportunity 
to study the effects of oxidation on the electronic spectrum. 
The compound K^Mo^CSOi^) was first prepared by Bowen 
and Taube (40). The compound was prepared by reacting 
Kj^MOgClg with and then precipitating the product by 
the addition of solid KgSO^^. All reactions must be carried 
out under nitrogen. If oxygen were not excluded from the 
system, the oxidized compound was produced. This 
oxidized species was quite insoluble in almost all solvents. 
The crystal structure of K^^MogC80^^)2H2O was reported by 
Table 6. Solution spectra of various unbridged molybdenum dimers 
Mog Mo^ 
a 
(aq) MOg 
h  ^
MOgClg' 
Energy 
(cm-l) 
E 
(M-lcm-1) 
Energy 
(cm-l) 
E 
(M-lom-1) 
Energy 
(om-1) 
E 
(M-lcm-1) 
Energy e 
(cm-1) (M-lcm-1) 
20,920 1+83 19,841 377 19,500 <15,600 19,300 870° 
27,778 36.4 27,027 40 25,000 -22,000 
42,% 966 30,800 28,800 
^Reference 1+0. 
Reference ^1. 
^^Corrected for aquation. 
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Cotton et al. (4-3) , and the unit cell is shown in Figure 10. 
The compound crystallized in the monoclinic space group 
with unit cell parameters a = 17.206, b = 10.193, c = C IS» ' «V ' 
10.061 S and ^ = 9^. 92°. There were four molecules per unit 
cell. The structure was rather complex. The basic molec­
ular unit was quite similar to the carboxylate complexes 
consisting of four sulfates bridging the two molybdenums. 
The Mo-Mo distance was 2.111 2. The molybdenums did not 
lie in the plane of the four oxygen ligands but were dis­
placed towards each other by about .32 2 producing 
Mo-Mo-0 angles of about 9'+«2°. Each of the molybdenums 
was also coordinated in both terminal positions to oxygens 
from the sulfates on neighboring ions. The Mo-0 distance 
for this terminal coordination was 2.591 2, indicative of 
weak coordination. Again, the waters were not involved in 
the molybdenum coordination. The crystals displayed well 
developed (1,0,0) faces. The crystals usually grew as 
square plates with the b and c-axes as diagonals. The com­
pound was dark red and the absorption was most intense in 
the c-polarization 
The oxidized compound K2Mo2(SOi^)i^=3»5ÏÎ2® also crystal­
lized in the monoclinic space group Cg/g (4l). The unit cell 
parameters were a = 30.6^, b = 9»528, e = 12.727 2, and 
P = 97.43°. The unit cell is shown in Figure 11. There 
were eight molecules per unit cell with two crystallograph-
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Figure 11. The unit cell of K2Mo2(80^)^'3.5B20 
7h 
ically distinct dimers. Not only were these dimers crys-
tallographically distinct but they also differed in their 
stoichiometry. An example of the first type was centered 
at (1/4,1/4,0). This type of dimer was coordinated to 
two, unshared waters in the terminal position. Molecules 
of this type will be referred to as isolated molecules. 
The second type was exemplified by the molecule at 
(0,0,1/2). Here the waters used for terminal coordination 
bridged two dimers and hence these molecules formed chains. 
This type of molecule will be referred to as the chain type. 
The odd amount of waters was because each dimer averaged 
1 1/2 water molecules and there were also two waters of 
hydration. The molybdenum-molybdenum distances were 2.167 
2 for the isolated and 2.162 5 for the chain dimers. This 
was only about .0? S longer than in Ki^Mog(80)^)« 2H2O. 
Again the molybdenums did not lie in the plane of the oxy­
gens, resulting in an Mo-Mo-0 angle of about 93*6°. This 
indicates that the molybdenums are more plainer than in 
the reduced dimer. The terminal Mo-0 distance averaged 
2.547 &, again indicative of only a weak bond. The crystals 
tended to grow as needles with a pronounced (I5O5O) face 
with the needle axis being the c-axis. The crystals were 
blue-gray in color and displayed very little dichroism in 
the visible region. 
The Raman and I.E.. vibrational spectra are given in 
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Table 7. Infrared and Raman frequencies for 
and KgMOgCSOi^)!^^ 
Ki^Mo2(S0i^)i^..2H20 K^Mo^CSOi^Di^.S.^EgO 
Raman 
(cm"^) 
I.R. 
(cm-l) 
Raman 
(cm-l) 
I.R. 
(cm-1) 
Suggested Assignment 
60 vw^ 
85(37)° 86 vw 
95(28) 
107(if6) 105 vw 
l40 sh 
165 sh 
76(9)' 
106(15) 
122(2) 
80 m 
105 m 
130 m 
160 m 
out-of-plane 
MoOj^ 
deformations 
in-plane 
O-Mo-0 
bends 
175(37) 
193 sh 200 m 
225(5) 
246(27) 251 sh Mo-0 stretches 
256(100) 
274(73) 
292 s 300 sh 
310 s 
^Reference 53* 
= strong, m = medium, w = weak, v = very, sh = 
shoulder. 
^Numbers in parentheses are percent intensity as com­
pared to the most intense peak. 
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Table 7 (Continued) 
Ki^MOg(S0i^.)2^'2Hg0 K^Mo^(S0i^)t^..3.5520 
Raman 
(cm-l) 
I.R. 
(cm-1) 
Raman 
(cm-l) 
I.R. Suggested Assignment 
322(3) 
36^ sh 
371(100) 
604(5) 
622(51 
635(3) 
670(3) 
721 sh 
3^2 w 
^15 m 
464X9) 
500(9) 498 m 
600 s 
610 s 
662 m 
319(13) 
331(10) 
250 vw 
373(55) 
386(59) 
442(9) 
464 sh 
513(9) 
529(23) 
589 sh 
598(10) 
618(19) 
638(24) 
412 m 
425 sh 
515 sh 
530 m 
589 m 
610 s 
665 m 
675 m 
Mo-Mo stretch 
Mo-0 stretches 
-Vg bend of 
free SOj^ 
bend of 
coordinated 80, 
bend of SOj 
Table 7 (Continued) 
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Ki^MOg (80^)^. 2H2O K^Mo2(80^_)^_.3.5520 
Raman 
(cm-l) 
I.E. 
(cm~^) 
Raman I .R. 
(cm"^) (cm-1) 
Suggested Assignment 
744(9) 
806(3) 
94-0(5) 
960(72) 950 vs 
995 s 
1015 sh 
1119(9) 1116 vs 
1158(14") 
1202(9) 
914-(12) 
923(19) 
931(24) 
956(84-) 
1130(9) 
1167(62) 
1193(41) 
855 sh 
875 s 
905 sh 
920 vs 
932 sh 
1130 vs 
1150 vs 
Overtone Mo-Mo 
stretch 
free 
8-0 
stretches 
coordinated 8-0 
stretches 
1215 sh 
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Table 7 (Continued) 
K^MOgCSO^^^'ZHgO K^MO2(S0 I,)I,-3.5B20 
Raman I.R. Raman I.R. Suggested Assignment 
( cm~^) (cm-l) (cm"^) (cm-l) 
1243(7) 124-7 s 1248(2) 124-5 sh 
1272(10) 1262 s 
1285 s 
1301(51 
Table 7. The presence of two metal-metal stretching fre­
quencies in KgMOg (80^)^/3.^520 was due to the two types of 
molecules in the unit cell. The assignments are those pro-
posed "by Lcswsnschuss et al. (y3) * It should be noted that 
the metal-metal stretching frequencies for K^MOgCSO^^)^ were 
3 and 16 cm"^ greater than for the reduced compound. This 
was surprising in that the reduced compound has a bond order 
of 4- versus 3*5 for the oxidized form. 
The polarized crystal spectra of K^^Mo2( 2H2O are 
shown in Figure 12. The crystal was determined to be about 
15 jJ- thick. The molar absorptivity can be calculated by 
multiplying the absorbance by 18O. As this crystal was 
monoclinic and the molecular axes were not aligned with the 
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>4 2 HgO I5°K 
2.0 
c- Polarization 
1.0 
300°K 
15° K 
b-Polarization 
m 1.0 
300'K 
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U (cm" ' xlO^ ) 
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Figure 12. Polarized spectra for K^^Mog(80i^)2H2O 
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crystal axes, polarization ratios need to be calculated in 
order to interpret the spectra. Using the crystallographic 
data the ratios were for a z-polarized transition c/b = 
5". 2915 while for an xy-polarized transition c/b = 1/5". 26. 
The fact that these ratios were so similar was coincidental. 
The crystal spectra had several similarities to K^MogClg'ZHgO. 
There was a band at 19,^00 cm~^ which was z-polarized, a 
weak absorption centered at 25,000 cm~^ which was unpolarized, 
and a moderate peak at 32,300 cm"^. The band at 19,400 cm~^ 
was assigned as +- ^A^^ (6* +- 6) and its energy was com­
parable to that of Ki^MOgClg. However, the intensity of this 
band was much smaller, having a room temperature oscillator 
strength of ~1.3 % 10"^. A possible explanation for the 
diminished intensity will be discussed later. No vibra­
tional progressions were observed on this band. This was 
the only quadruple bonded molybdenum dimer studied so far 
to be devoid of such progressions. 
One important factor regarding the 6* +- 6 transition 
at 19,400 cmT^ in Ki^Mo2(S0^^) •2H2O was its temperature de­
pendence. At room temperature the measured c/b intensity 
ratio was only about 4/1 versus the calculated 5.29/1. At 
15 K the c-polarized component grew narrower and increased 
in intensity by about 15^. If the b- polarization were 
simply a component of the z-polarization, its behavior would 
have been identical. However, it was observed that while 
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the b-component peak narrowed it did not increase in height 
upon cooling. The c/b intensity ratio at 15 K was ~5/l. 
This was most readily explained by the existence of a vi-
bronic component for this band which is xy-polarized. Such 
a component would require an e^ exciting vibration. The 
vibronic component would lose intensity as the temperature 
was decreased. 
The other bands in the visible spectrum were more dif­
ficult to assign. The band centered at 2^,000 cm~^ was 
probably due to a vibronic transition. The transitions 
TT* b and 6* -f- TT were possible assignments as in MogClg". 
MogClg" also showed a weak z-polarized band at 28,800 cm~^. 
This band appeared to be either shifted or missing in 
The next band observed in the sulfate was at 
32,300 cm~^ but was very poorly polarized. This could be 
assigned as which has components in both polar­
izations. As discussed earlier this was a possible assign­
ment for the 28,800 cm"^ band in MOgClg". If this assign­
ment is correct, then the band in Ki^Mo^CSOi^))^ has been blue 
shifted. On the other hand, the band in Mo^Clg" appeared 
to be cleanly z-polarized while this band in MOgCSO^)^" 
is not. 
Before examining the spectra of KyiOg(80i^)» 3. the 
effect of oxidation on the quadruple bond must be considered. 
When an electron is removed from the 6-orbital, the bond is 
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weakened and the energy difference between the b and b* 
levels should be lessened. This same effect should occur 
upon reduction. The dimer Tc^Cl^" is a known species (5) 
in which the bond order has been lowered to 3.5 "by addition 
of an electron into the 6*-orbital. The spectrum of 
K^TCgClg has recently been investigated (^-8). The lowest 
energy transition calculated using the X^-SCP method was 
at 6050 cm"^. The observed spectrum in a Csl pellet had 
a band with a maximum at ~6^00 cm"^. This band was as­
signed as %2g ^®iu 6). Similarly, the lowest 
energy band in K^MOgCSO^)}^ would be expected to be in the 
near-infrared region. 
The near-infrared spectra of are 
shown in Figure 13 and the major progressions as read from 
the c-polarized spectrum are tabulated in Table 8. The 
crystal whose spectra are shown was l4 p, thick. The 
absorbancies can be converted to molar absorptivity by 
multiplying by 19O. With experimental limits, the bands 
designated as b and c-polarized occurred at the same ener­
gies. As the two polarizations arise from different factor 
group states, the Davydov splitting must be quite small. 
The polarization ratios for the two types of dimers and the 
combined ratio for bands where the two types cannot be re­
solved are given in Table 9« 
Before discussing possible assignments for this band, 
K^ V Og lS0^)^*3.5 HgO i- BOL.»P;Z&TION 1.2 Or-
0.9 C L 
0,30-
2 - O f -
i 
2.4 0 !-
T ON 
w (J 
o 1,50 U1 
1.2 0 
0.60 
0.30 
94.00 100.00 82.00 88.00 70.00 76.00 64.00 58.00 52.00 
V ( cm-') X 10*' 
Figure 13* Near-I.R. polarized spectra of KgMOgCSO^^)^^'3*$!H20 at K 
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Table 8. Major vibrational progressions in K^MOoCSOk)^-
3.5ÏÎ2O 
vCcm"^) AvCcm"^) vCcm"^) Av(cm'^) v(cin"^) Av(cin"^) 
c-Polarized Progressions 
6311 6339 6577 
348 353 3^5 
6659 6692 6922 
3^ 365 337 
7003 7057 7259 
3^7 Ave. 359 +8 3^2 
7350 7601 
3^7 346 
7697 7947 
350 340% 
8047 8626 
339 362 
8386 8988 
336 357 
8722 9345 
334 Ave. 347+9 
9056 
Ave. 3^3 +6 
^and at about 8290 cm"^ is unobserved. The 340 cm"^ is 
the spacing divided by 2. 
Table 8 (Continued) 
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v(cm"^) Av(cm"^) v(cjn~^) AvCcni""^) v(cni"^) Av(cm"^) 
c- and b-Polarized 
6^15 67^5 7^30 
364 361 352 
6779 7106 7782 
355 349 361 
7134 7455 8143° 
345 354 Ave. 357 + 6 
7479 7809 
Ave. 355+10 354 
8143^ 
ALAAC 
345 
Ave. 349 +10 
^ead from the c-polarized spectrum. 
'^Very broad bands. There are two more bands at 889I 
and 9241 cm"i which cannot be assigned to either of these 
series. 
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Table 9. Oriented gas polarization ratios for the (1,0,0) 
face of K2Mo2tS0]^)i^»3*^2® 
Molecular Polarization 
Type z ^ 
Ratio % Intensity Ratio % Intensity 
c/b in (1,0,0) Face c/b in (1,0,0) Face 
Isolated 
Molecules 11,600/1 46.3 1/1.86 76.8 
Chain 
Molecules 5.79/1 99A 1/5.59 50.3 
Combined 8.95/1 1/2.69 
the important features must be discussed. At room tempera­
ture this band displayed very broad, unresolved vibrational 
structure. The room temperature oscillator strength was 
1.2 X 10"^. The lowest energy feature at 5^ K was the pair 
of c-polarized bands at 63II and 6339 cm""^. Even in crystals 
four times thicker no lower energy structure was observed. 
These appeared to obey the oriented gas polarization ratios 
as only a small component of these bands was seen in the b-
polarization. The band at 63II cm~^ was the more intense 
of the two and resulted in a progression of nine bands with 
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a separation of 34-3 +6 cm""^. The band at 6339 pro­
duced a three peak progression with a spacing of 359 + 8 
cm"^. However, since this was only based on two intervals 
the error may well be greater than this standard deviation. 
There was one other vibrational progression that appeared 
to obey the oriented gas polarization ratios. This was a 
c-polarized progression which began at 6577 cm~^ with an 
average spacing of 34-7 +9 cm"^. The remaining progressions 
do not agree well with the polarization ratios. The bands 
appear to be slightly stronger in c than b-polarization 
with a ratio of about 1.2/1. The first four peak progres­
sion began with a very sharp band at 64-15 cm"^ and had a 
spacing of 355^10 cm~^. A similar six peak progression 
began at 674-5 cm""^ with a separation of 3^9 ± 10 cm~^. A 
third such progression began at 74-30 cm"^ with separation 
of 357+6 cm"^. Beyond 8l4-3 cm"^ the last two progressions 
could not be clearly resolved and two very broad bands which 
probably represented these series were observed at 8891 and 
924-1 cm'^. 
Providing a positive assignment for this band was 
rather difficult. Normally, a band with such low intensity 
and with as many vibrational progressions would be assigned 
as a vibronic transition» However 5 as McClure points out 
(54-), vibronic bands do not normally obey polarization ratios. 
For an allowed transition, the direction of the transition 
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dipole vector is firmly fixed. For a simple crystal with 
one molecule per unit cell, there are no crystal interac­
tions to change its direction. For molecules with more than 
one molecule in the unit cell, the Davydov states must be 
considered. Again the direction of the dipole will be firmly 
established. The only thing then that will distort the 
polarization ratios calculated for the Davydov states is 
that these states need not have equal intensity in a given 
face. Vibronic transitions, however, obtain their intensity 
by borrowing it from dipole-allowed electronic transitions 
of the same symmetry as the vibronic wave function. In a 
crystal, this intensity can be borrowed from the molecule on 
which the transition is centered on or from a neighboring 
molecule. Hence the polarization ratios must take into 
account such interactions which will change the direction 
of the transition dipole. This can drastically change the 
polarization ratios even to the point of reversing the po­
larization in which a band is observed. This is the case 
even when more sophisticated Davydov state polarization 
ratios are used. It must also be remembered that the mixing 
of the electronic states is governed by the symmetry of the 
factor group and not the molecular syimnetry. For molecules 
in low symmetry crystals this can allow for many more states 
to mix then would be possible for an isolated molecule. The 
fact that three progressions agree very well with the 
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oriented gas model was cause to question a vitronic assign­
ment. Of course, the vibronic interactions could have been 
such that the polarization ratios were left unchanged. How­
ever, there were several other odd features to this band. 
First, its room temperature oscillator strength was nearly 
the same as for the 6* •»- 6 transition in 
Secondly, its energy was about what the 6* +- 6 transition 
would be expected to have. Third, those bands that do obey 
the polarization ratios are molecularly z-polarized which 
would be correct for the b* -t- b transition. Lastly, the 
spectrum could be assigned reasonably if the transition was 
assigned as b* +-6. The bands at 6311 and 6339 cm~^ rep­
resented the 0-0 bands. There were apparently two such 
bands because of the two crystallographically independent 
dimers in the unit cell. Their separation of 28 cm"^ was, 
within experimental error, in agreement with the 13 cm"*^ 
difference reported for two Raman lines for the ground 
electronic state. The intensity difference was due to the 
fact that the chain molecules put 86^ of their intensity 
into the c-polarization while the isolated molecules put 
only Hence, the 6311 cm"^ band would be the 0-0 band 
for the chain molecules and the separation of 3^3 +6 for 
the resulting progression would represent the excited state 
Mo-Mo stretch for these dimers. The 6339 cm~^ would repre­
sent the isolated dimers 0-0 band with an excited state 
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separation of 3^9 + 8 cmT^. The other clearly z-polarized 
progression began at 6^77 cm~^ which was 266 and 238 cm""^ 
above the 0-0 bands. This could be assigned to the totally 
symmetric Mo-0 stretch which was at 27^ and 2% cm~^ in the 
2— 
Raman spectrum. This would be analogous to RegClg" were 
there two progressions each built on the Re-Re stretch and 
separated by the Re-Cl stretch. The other progressions ob­
served would then be vibronic br^ds excited by e^ vibrations 
and should be xy-polarized. The greater intensity in the 
c-direction would be caused by several factors. First, the 
breakdown in the oriented gas model as discussed earlier 
might well be enough to produce this change in polarization. 
Secondly, the site symmetry for both types of dimers was 
and the factor group symmetry was The vibronic com­
ponents could mix slightly with the allowed component. 
Lastly, lattice phonons could scramble the polarizations. 
The first such nonpolarized band was quite sharp and was 
••1 —1 "1 
at 6^-15 cm" . This is 104- cm" and 79 cm" above the sup­
posed 0-0 bands. This band would then correspond to the e 
out-of-plane deformation mode seen at 106 and 76 cm~^ in the 
Raman spectrum. The second series begins at 67^5 cm"^ which 
is 4-3^ and 406 cm~^ above the 0-0 bands. This might well 
correspond to the Mf2 cm"^ ^ 2 bend of free SOj^. This 
mode does have the correct symmetry. The last such system 
began at 74^0 cm~^ and was 1119 and IO91 cm"^ above the 0-0 
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bands. This could be attributed to the coordinated 8-0 
stretch at II3O cm"^ in the Raman spectrum. If the assign­
ment of this transition as &* +- ô was correct, then the 
situation would be virtually analogous to in 
that the transition was surprisingly weak and there was a 
vibronic component in the opposite polarization. 
The question as to why the dipole allowed transition 
6* +- 6 was so weak in both sulfate dimers remains to be 
answered. One possible explanation is that the 6 or 5* 
levels became involved in metal-to-ligand 7r-bonding. If 
one level were to acquire mostly metal-to-ligand character 
while the other would remain mostly metal-to-metal in char­
acter, the overlap between the bonding and antibonding 
orbitals would be greatly reduced. This would result in a 
decrease in the intensity of the 6* ^ 6 transition. Such a 
change in character will also lower the metal orbital and 
raise the empty-level in the ligand assuming they are empty 
antibonding orbitals and higher in energy than the metal-
metal system. The lowering of an orbital should be ob­
served in the electronic spectrum. 
Applying this concept to the three compounds studied, 
Ki^MOgClg, K^MOgCSO^)^ and K^MOgCSOi^)^^ is fairly simple. The 
chloride ion has no low energy orbitals with which it can ac­
cept metal backbonding. The lowest available empty orbital 
would be a ^ s- or 3d-orbital which would probably be of too 
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great an energy to allow for much bonding. The sulfate 
case is only slightly more complex. If only the s- and p-
orbitals on sulfur are considered such backbonding is again 
unlikely. This is because all the orbitals are involved 
in the sigma system. The empty o*-orbitals are again likely 
to be of too great an energy to interact. However, the 
situation improves if one allows for sulfur-oxygen ir-bonding 
by including the sulfur 3d-orbitals. In this case, the low­
est energy antibonding orbital will be e with respect to T^ 
symmetry. One of these orbital combinations is shown in 
Figure l4. The makeup of this orbital was calculated using 
the usual projection operator methods. If the Mo-Mo bond 
rested along the xy diagonal in the top face of the cube in 
Figure 14-, the 6*-orbital will have maximum overlap with 
the TT*-orbital on SO^". However, there is no sulfate tt*-
orbital that can interact with the 6-orbital. Hence, the 
loss of intensity was due to the 6*-orbital acquiring metal-
to-ligand 7r-bonding character. 
As further substantiation of this concept, the energy 
of 6* +- 6 transition would have to be lessened if the &*-
orbital was lowered by interaction with the vacant sulfate 
TT*-orbital. It has been observed by Cotton and Norman (29) 
that there is a strong correlation between the Mo-Mo stretch 
in the Raman spectrum and the energy of the lowest energy 
band in the electronic spectrum. Values for various compounds 
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p, 
Figure 1^. An antibonding e orbital in 
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are given in Table 10 and are plotted in Figure 1?. It can 
be seen that the Mo-Mo stretch would predict a much higher 
energy in K^MOgCSO^^)^^ than the observed 19,'"-OO cm"^. There­
fore, there is some credence to this interaction with the 
sulfate e-orbital resulting in a lowering in the 6* +- & 
energy. As the 6*-orbital is unoccupied in the ground state, 
the Raman spectrum does not reflect this change in the 
electronic energy. A comparison of the energy of the pro­
posed 6* +- 6 transition in K^Moj^CSOj^)!^ is impossible since 
there are no other Mo^"^ dimers for comparison. 
The visible spectra of K2Mo2(80i^)]^'3.is shown in 
Figure 16. The crystal used for these spectra was much 
thicker than that used for the near-I.R. work. The observed 
bands, therefore were relatively weak features which were 
mm'\ 
centered at 18,500 cm" and 24,000 cm" . These bands had 
very poorly defined polarization and low temperature de­
pendence of the intensity. These were probably vibronic 
p P 
transitions and could be Eg Bgg -t- 6 or 6* +- ir), No 
deinitive assignment can be made for these bands from the 
present data. 
Lastly, it should be mentioned that it was rather sur-
P ? 
prising that the transition •<- Bgg (6 +- tt) was not ob­
served. This transition would be dlpole allowed in the xy-
polarization. If the proposed reason for the low intensity 
in the supposed &* +- 6 transition is correct, it would not 
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Table 10. Correlation between Mo-Mo stretching frequency, 
Mo-Mo distance and energy of first electronic 
state in solution 
Compound Mo-Mo 
Stretch 
(cm"^) 
Ho-Mo 
Distance 
2 
Energy First 
Electronic 
State (cm"^) 
MogCHCOg)^ h06^ 2.091* 22,830* 
mogcchgcog)^ 2.0934° 22,800* 
404% 2.096® 22,470^ 
MogXFjCCOg)^ 398* 2.091® 22,700* 
M02 ( KH3-CH2-CO2 )i^( SOi^) 2 393^ 2.115b 22,420^ 
K^Mo2(S0i^)i^-2H20 371^ 2.111^ 19,400 
MO2(CF3C02)ij.'2(C^H^N) 363* 2.129* 32,700^ 
Kl^MOgClg 349% 2.139* 19,300 
^Reference 30• 
Reference 32, 
Reference 28. 
Reference 38. 
®F. A. Cotton, College Station, Texas. Private Com­
munication. 1976. 
From crystal spectrum. 
^Reference 29» 
Reference 31. 
^Reference 4-3. 
^Reference 29* 
^Reference 35-
^In this case this is not the lowest energy transition. 
However, crystal spectra clearly indicate this transition 
is equivalent to the others listed. The listed energy is 
from the crystal spectrum. 
^Reference 39» 
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Correlation between Mo "Mo Stretch 
and Energy of First Electronic 
Transition 
23,000 
2'4 
4 + 
Mo,(CO,CHoNH,) 
22,000 
-Least Square Fit 
o 21,000 
20,000 
K^l/" ^02(804)/ 
19,000 
340 360 380 400 
V Mo-Mo (cm"') 
Figure 15* The correlation between the Mo-Mo stretching 
frequency and the frequency of the lowest-energy 
electronic transition in solution 
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Figure 16. U.^-visible polarized, spectra of K^MOgCSO^)^/ 
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reduce the intensity of the b tt transition while this 
transition could be at higher energy than the cut-off of 
30,000 cm"^5 such a large separation between the ir- and 
6-orbitals would be surprising. It would also rule out the 
6* -f- tt transition for the vibronic transitions. Perhaps 
the high energy of this electronic state above the 
ground state may have been related to a high electron cor­
relation energy required to move an electron from a filled 
to a half-filled orbital when compared to removal from a 
filled to an empty orbital. 
C. Carboxylate Compounds 
In this section an assignment will be considered for 
the lowest energy transition in the carboxylate dimers which 
is based on the information gained for the octachloro- and 
tetra-^-sulfato dimolybdates previously discussed. In some 
respects this section is speculative in that the assignment 
made is consistent with the observed data but is not neces­
sarily the only assignment possible. It is believed that 
the proposed assignment is consistent with the observed 
phenomena. Again, more data will be required to completely 
substantiate this model. 
The lowest energy transition for the alkyl-carboxylates 
has proven difficult to assign because it has a lower in­
tensity and somewhat higher energy than those for other 
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quadruply bonded molybdenum dlmers. In general, the +-
^A^g (&* +- £>) transition had not been considered previously 
for the above reasons. Recently, Norman et al. (55) have 
proposed the assignments in Table 11. Although, it will be 
noted that the 5* •<- 6 transition was calculated to have the 
lowest energy; the lowest energy transition was assigned as 
TT* 6, This was done mainly because of the low intensity 
and the polarization for this band. 
To try to explain the character of this transition the 
theory of backbonding, used for the sulfate dimers, was ap­
plied to the carboxylates. The carboxylate tt* orbital of 
the alkyl-carboxylate ligands is shown in Figure 17. The 
irreducible representations for the linear combination of 
four such orbitals are bgg, e^, and agg. The agg orbital 
must be nonbonding with respect to overlap with the metal-
metal orbitals. The e^ combination can interact with the 
metal-metal ir-orbital. However, especially if the molyb­
denums were situated exactly in the plane of the oxygens, 
the net overlap would be quite small. The bgg combination 
can interact strongly with the 6-orbital. As the carboxylate 
ir-levels are expected to be at higher energy than the metal-
metal system, such an interaction would then lower the energy 
of the 6-orbital. There is no low-lying vacant orbital that 
can interact similarly with the 6*-orbital. Therefore, this 
would be the reverse of the sulfate case. The 6*-orbital 
Table 11. Calculated and experimental electronic spectrum of MoCHCOg)^^ 
Transition Excited^ 
State 
Type Calculated 
(Kcm"^) 
Experimental 
(Kcm-1) 
Oscillation 
Strength 
^2g ®g 6 IT* 25.6 22.9 0.0008 
^2g ^lu 
1A 
^2u 
6 _+ &*  14.7 30.8 0.03 
*g - tlu 0 6* 37.1 
®g ^lu \ 0 b* lfO.9 
^2g ®u ^®u 6 -y C-Or* 41.9 33.? 0.19 
*u - *g ^A ^2u 
TT TT* 41.4 44.4 0.02 
^Reference 55* 
^rom an ground state. 
°0 represents an oxygen nonbonding orbital. 
TT-antibonding System in R-CO-" 
Figure 17. fr-antibonding system in R-COg 
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will be relatively unaffected by the backbonding while the 
6-level will be lowered. Therefore, the 6* •<- 6 transition 
would be expected to shift to higher energy. Since the 6-
bond would have substantially metal-ligand character while 
the 6* will retain metal-metal character, the transition in­
tensity would be weakened. Lastly, unlike the sulfate case, 
the orbital involved in backbonding is occupied in the ground 
state configuration and the results of this backbonding may 
be observed in other features of the carboxylates. 
The spectrum of the lowest-energy transition of 
MogXCFgCOg)^, as reported by Trogler et al. (38) is tabu­
lated in Table 12. The spectrum was obtained from a film of 
the compound that had been sublimed onto a quartz disk. There 
were three strong progressions observed. Trogler et al. (38) 
attributed these to different asymmetric vibrations producing 
different vibronic origins for the degenerate state that 
itself was split by the reduction in symmetry in the crystal. 
However, it will be noticed that the band at 22,217 was 355 
cm"^ from the origin. This separation was exactly the fre­
quency of the a^^ vibration involved in the Prank-Condon 
progressions. A similar result is observed for the band at 
22,327 with respect to the band at 21,973* Only one totally 
symmetric vibration, the metal-metal stretch, was involved 
in all three progressions and therefore, all three progres­
sions should be based on the same set of Frank-Condon factors. 
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Table 12. The spectrum of MOgCOgCCF^)^ at 15 K' 
run cm~^ progressions 
461.45 21671 
459.28 21773 0 
457.41 21862^ )0 2 — 
455.58 21950b 1 
455.10 21973b — 355^  
453.23 22064 -
451.22 22162^  
450.11 22217b 354^  -
449.46 22249b 
361 447.89 22327 - 348^  
445.93 22425 . . 
443.16 22565® 364 = 
440.70 22691 366 -
438.77 22791 - 362 
436.17 22927 358 -
433.86 23049 352 -
432.10 23143 - 356 
429.50 23283 354 = 
427.30 23403 349 -
425.68 23492 — 353 
^Reference 38. 
^Weak bands observed in thick path length sample, 
°0-0 band observed in the spectrum and confirmed as such 
by the hot band temperature dependence. 
^Not in reference. 
®This band is b:oad with a distinct high energy shoulder 
and remains as such throughout the progression, indicating two 
overlapping weak progressions. 
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Table 12 (Continued) 
nm cm~^ Progressions 
1+23.08 23636 358 = 
420.86 23761 348 -
419.46 23840 - 350 
416.91 23986 335 = 
4l5.00 24096 352 -
413.36 24192 - 355 
410.83 24341 368 = 
408.76 24464 357 
407.35 24549 358 
404.87 24699 * 
Average =355 cm~^ + 7 
The three progressions have been numbered 0, 1, and 2 as 
shown in Table 12. 
The compound MogCCFgCOg)^ and crystals were prepared 
by literature methods (29). The polarized spectra at 5*1 K 
are shown in Figures 18 and 19• The vibrational progressions 
are numbered with respect to Table 12. These spectra are 
quite preliminary. The crystals were triclinic with unit 
cell dimensions a = 8.293, b = 9*209, c = 5 568 a a = 91'l8°, 
«W ' 7 7 
p = 100.561° and y = 89-670° (29). The crystals grew as 
MAX POLARIZATION 
5.0 K 
W 3.20 
P 2.40 
0.00 
Flgrre 18. 
220.00 230.00 240.00 250.00 
WAVENUMBERS (l/CM) (x|0^) 
The maximum polarization spectrum of MOgCCF^COg)^ at K 
260.00 
H 
o 
VJl 
o 
X 
UJ 0 
z 
< 
m 
1 < 
7.20 -
6.40 
5.60 -
4.80 -
4.00 -
3.20 -
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0.80 
0.00 
MIN POLARIZATION 
5.0 K 
r 
250.00 220.00 230.00 24aoo 260.00 
WAVENUMBERS (I/CM) (xiO ) 
Figure 19. The minimum polarization spectrum of MogfCFgCOg)^ at 5 K 
•i 
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needles with a well developed (1,1,0) face. The c-axis was 
the needle axis, and the extinction direction which was 7° 
off the c-axis will be referred to as Min. The polarization 
ratios were for a z-polarized transition Max/Min = 1/713 and 
for an ^ -polarized transition Max/Min = 31^8/1. None of 
the observed bands possessed these polarization ratios. This 
implied that they were most likely vibronic in origin. The 
energies of the bands in the observed spectrum were in good 
agreement with those reported by Trogler et al. (38). The 
polarization of the spectrum did aid in assigning it. The 
peaks in Progression 1 were clearly polarized in the maximum 
polarization. While the intensity of Progression 0 was greater 
in the maximum polarization, the intensity difference between 
Max and Min was quite low. Therefore, this progression which 
appears to include the origin will be assigned to the molec­
ular z-polarization. The polarization of Progression 2 is 
at this time a bit more uncertain. The spectra of the other 
carboxylates studied and of the pyridine adduct of 
Mo2(CF^C02)i^ (see below) displayed two and one z-polar-
ized progressions. For this reason Progression 2 will be 
assigned as xy^polarized. However, it is not clear that 
the spectra obtained so far confirm this assignment. The 
polarization of this progression is not critical to the 
bonding model being proposed. If the polarizations above 
are correct then the progression that originates on the 0-0 
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band was z-polarized and has the correct polarization for 
the 6* -f- 6 transition. Lastly, note that the Frank-Condon 
ratios for Progression 0were quite different than for Pro­
gressions 1 and 2, which in turn were quite similar. Pro­
gressions 1 and 2, which were ^-polarized, had the maxiraum 
intensity in the third members. On the other hand Progres­
sion 0, which is z-polarized, had maximum intensity in the 
fourth member for the assignment of Trogler et al. (38) or 
the fifth member for the presently proposed assignments. 
Also Progression 0 lost intensity more slowly in later mem­
bers. Since these progressions were all based on one totally 
symmetric vibration, there should only be one set of Frank-
Condon factors. The fact that there are two must be ex­
plained . 
As noted earlier, all three progressions appear to be 
vibronic in origin. If Progression 0 does extend to the 
origin then that progression must be totally symmetric and 
at least in part dipole-allowed. An a^g vibration can be 
involved in vibronic coupling. An example of this has been 
seen in the 3^00 fi system for phenanthrene (?6). The theory 
for a totally symmetric band producing both a Prank-Condon 
progression and Hertzberg-Teller coupling was derived by 
Craig and Small (57). It is well known that for a dipole-
allowed transition, the intensity from the initial vibra­
tional state <0,0| to the final vibrational state |f,v> is 
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proportional to <0,0lMif,v>^ where M is the transition 
moment <ijiej^ liiliiief >. Where the Born-Oppenheimer approxima­
tion holds this becomes M^<0,0lfwhere <D,0|f,v> is 
the Prank-Condon factor. If a vibrational motion influences 
the transition, then to the first approximation the new 
transition moment can be expanded with a linear dependence 
on Q, the normal coordinate. The result is that M = Mq + 
miQi + .... The m term will be dependent on the particular 
normal coordinate involved. Obviously, the m^Q^ term will 
only be important where it is of the same order of magni­
tude as This is not normally the case for a dipole-
allowed transition. Therefore, the intensity of the transi­
tion is now proportional to 
<0,0jMlf,v>^ = [M^<00jfv^>^ + 2m^*Mo<00|fv^><00|Q^|fv^> 
+ m^<0,0|Qi|fiVi>2] 
3N-6 , p 
n <oo|fv,>^ 
i=l ^ 
For the normal vibronic transition will be nontotally 
symmetric. In this case only = 1 will produce a nonzero 
value for <0,0)Q^jf,v^>. The first two terms will vanish 
because <0,0lf^Vj^>= 0* Also equals zero because of 
the different symmetries of m^ and M^. For a dipole-for-
bidden transition m^ will not equal zero and be totally 
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symmetric while MQ will have some other symmetry. The situ­
ation is quite different if is totally symmetric. Now, 
none of the integrals are zero. The M^'m^ product is no 
longer zero because Mq and m^^ must both be totally symmetric. 
In fact this term may become quite important as the signs of 
<0,0|fv^> (the Frank-Condon factor) and <0,0|Q^lfv^> can be 
either positive or negative and could drastically alter the 
observed intensities for Frank-Condon progression. 
Using this concept the spectra of the carboxylates can 
be explained. As the intensity of this transition is quite 
low even though it is dipole-allowed the transition moment, 
Mq, would be of the order of the vibronic moment m^. The 
fact that the greatest intensity was observed in a vibronic 
series. Progression 1, which is polarized opposite from the 
origin added credence to this. Progression 0 would be the 
totally symmetric series involving both the Frank-Condon and 
Hertzberg-Teller interactions. Its appearance could be quite 
different from that of the other progressions because of the 
m^'M'g term as appeared to be the case. If assigned to the 
correct polarizations, Progressions 1 and 2 would result 
from eg perturbing vibrations as was the case for 
'3.. These two progressions begin at 21,973 and 22,06^ 
cm"^ and are 111 and 202 cm~^ above the origin- Force field 
calculations predicted e^ vibrations with energies of I3I and 
215 cm~^ (16) and the Raman spectrum of Mo2(CF2C02) showed a 
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band at 206 cm~^ (32). Unfortunately, Rayleigh scattering 
prevented the Raman spectrum from being recorded below 
180 cm"^. An attempt was made to calculate the intensity 
ratios for both a Frank-Condon and a mixed Frank-Condon, 
Hertzberg-Teller series. The results are given in Table 13* 
These factors were calculated using the method of Hutchisson 
(58). The observed trends were reflected in the calcula­
tions qualitatively. Note especially the very low intensity 
for the 0-0 band in the series where the Hertzberg-Teller 
term m^ was half as great as the dipole-allowed moment, 1^. 
However, the calculated ratios were all too large. This is 
probably not surprising since the calculations were rather 
crude. Harmonic oscillator wave functions were used, and 
the metal-metal stretch for the carboxylate dimer was treated 
as a simple MOg diatomic. Hutchisson noted (59) that even 
for a simple diatonic molecule, Hg in this case, the harmonic 
oscillator approximation produced ratios that were too large. 
Application"of anharmonic corrections, or better yet a Morse 
potential lowered the ratios substantially without shifting 
the relative position of the maximum. Very likely, more 
sophisticated calculations would produce better agreement for 
Mo2(RC02)i^. All of these factors lead to an assignment of 
^Agy for this lowest-energy transition. 
To summarize, the bonding concept derived proposes that 
the 6-orbital interacts strongly with the empty ir*-orbital 
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Table 13. Frank-Condon and mixed Frank-Condon, Hertzberg 
Teller ratios 
xy-Polarized z-Polarized 
Transition^ — = 
Observed Calculated Observed Calculated 
Ratio^»^ Ratio^ Ratio^ Ratio® 
0-0 1.00 1.00 — — .03 
1-0 1.60 7.26 1.00 1.00 
2-0 1.76 13.42 5.50 26.67 
3-0 1.69 11.22 8.75 83.33 
4-0 1.57 5.37 12.75 97.17 
5-0 1.26 1.67 12.25 59.70 
6-0 1.00 .37 8.00 22.67 
7-0 .76 .06 6.25 5.83 
8-0 5.00 1.00 
^As determined from the vibronic bands. 
Reference 38 • 
=  350 cm~^, v "  = ifoo cm"^, ^  = 48 a.m.u., (r" - r') 
= .16 a. 
^m^ = .5Hq. 
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on the alkyl-carboxylate. This results in several features: 
1) A lowering in energy of the 6-orbital results. 
2) A great reduction in the intensity of the ^Ag^ *-
^Aig (6* 6) transition results. 
3) Because of the low intensity, vibronic mechanisms 
become very important including a vibronic com­
ponent induced by the a^g metal-metal stretch. 
4) Because of the strong vibronic interactions, large 
deviations from the calculated polarization ratios 
result. 
This bonding model is not in agreement with the X^-SCF cal­
culation of Norman et al. (55)» Their calculation showed 
only 3% oxygen and 8% carbon character in the 6-orbital but 
oxygen character in the 6*-orbital. Also, the three C-0 
TT*-orbital combinations, listed in order of increasing energy, 
had the following % Mo character: 
^2g ®g ^2g * 
In the model proposed, the bgg combination would interact 
with the 6-orbital and would be expected to have the highest, 
and not the lowest, energy. However, the model proposed here 
requires the interaction of molecular orbitals to form new 
orbitals. This type of bonding might be hard to anticipate 
in an energy calculation. 
In order to further test this theory, a compound whose 
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spectrum was between MogClg" and the carboxylates was re­
quired. As the 6* 6 band moved back to lower energy the 
intensity of the z-polarized components should increase and 
the 0-0 band should be observed. It was also important to 
test the model proposed by Trogler et al. (18) and determine 
if at some point the tt* level does drop below the 6* level. 
It had been reported that when MOgCCF^COg)^ was dissolved 
in pyridine a bright red solution resulted (35)• The spec­
trum of this solution displayed a band at -19,600 cm"^. From 
this solution the adduct Mo2(CF^C02)ij.*2(C^H^N) could be 
isolated. The crystals obtained were yellow-orange in color. 
As this compound appeared to have the desired intermediate 
spectrum, crystals were prepared by the literature method 
(35)» The crystal spectra are shown in Figures 20 and 21. 
It will be noted that the band at -19,600 cm~^ was quite 
weak and poorly polarized. At best it was the result of a 
vibronic transition and could have been an impurity peak. 
In any case it was not the band that was equivalent to the 
lowest-energy band in the other carboxylates. The band that 
was equivalent was located at -22,700 cm"^. If compared with 
MogCCF^COg)^ in Table 10 it appears that this band was nearly 
unshifted by the further coordination. However, the two 
values in the table are not quite comparable as the reported 
value for MogCCF^COg)^ was for the solution while the pyridine 
adduct value is for a crystal. The solid state value for the 
M02(CFgC02)4'2py 
Essentially y-Polarized 
Z 2.50 
300 K 
0.00 
16.00 18.00 20.00 22.00 24.00 26.00 28.00 
WAVENUMBERS (I/CM) (xlO ) 
Figure 20. The maximum polarization spectrum of Mo2(CFgC02)i^'2(C^H^N) 
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transition in MOgCCF^CO^)^^ is -23,700 cm"^. This implies 
that the hand was red shifted ~1,000 cm~^ in the pyridine 
adduct. 
The spectra for the band at -22,700 cm~^ are shown in 
Figures 22 and 23• The unit cell for this compound was 
triclinic with unit cell parameters a = 10.24^, b = 8.736, 
c = 8.56^ S and a = 85.538°, p = 101.923° and y = 113.478° 
(35)• The face used for crystal spectroscopy was determined 
to be the (0,1,0) face. The pyridines were terminally co­
ordinated and essentially lie in the plane of two trans-
carbozylates (35). The molecular axes were assigned as 
follows : Mo-Mo = z, the vector perpendicular to z and ap­
proximately lying in the pyridine plane = x, and z Xx = y. 
The resulting polarization ratios are given in Table l4-. 
The extinction direction MIN was determined to by l8° off 
the c-needle axis and was approximately along the projection 
of z onto the (0,1,0) face. The maximum intensity then was 
essentially the y-polarization. The origin peak was observed 
at 21,454 cm"^. In this con5)Ound, the oriented gas polariza­
tion ratios for the z-polarized transitions were much closer 
in agreement with the observed spectrum than in the other 
carboxylates. The fact that the origin was observed and in 
the s-polarization, that the Frank-Condon ratios for the z-
polarized bands were much more regular, and that the oriented 
gas model was being more closely obeyed seems to agree with 
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Table l4. Polarization ratios for Mo2(CF2C02)i^*2Py. 
Molecular Polarization Ratio % Intensity 
Polarization MAX/EIN in the (0,1,0) Face 
z 1/288 95JS 
X 1/1.14 %% 
y 95.5/1 95^ 
the proposed backbonding model. The fact that the allowed 
components in z-polarization were much greater in the pyridine 
adduct than in MOgCCFgCOg)^ implied that the allowed transi­
tion moment was considerably higher for the adduct but still 
not as great as the vibronically induced moment in the ay-
polarization. 
Lastly, the failure for the energy of the supposed &* -f-
h transition to change much in Mo2(CF2C02)i^*2(C^H^N) from 
the single carboxylate provides some insight into the rela­
tionship between the Mo-Mo stretching frequency.and the 
energy of this transition. The pyridines cannot interact 
with the b- or &*-orbital5 for reasons of symmetry. The 
nonbonding orbital on the pyridine nitrogen can interact 
with the Mo-Mo o-system and the pyridine """-system can inter­
act with the TT- and 7r*-orbitals. This implies that the 
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increase in the Mo-Mo bond length of .039 & and the de­
crease in the Mo-Mo stretch of 30 cm"^ (35) upon addition of 
the pyridines must be caused by a weakening of the (?- and 
ir-bonds. If the 6-bond is weakened, it is because of the 
greater intramolecular separation. The b-bond could also 
appear to be weakened because of less overlap with the 
carboxylate ?*-orbitals. A reduction in backbonding was 
evident in the increased intensity of the z-polarized pro­
gression in the pyridine adduct. The fact that the pyridine 
adduct does not lie on the line in Figure 15 indicates that 
the mechanism which served to weaken the metal-metal system 
here is different than that causing the changes in the other 
dimers. One can offer two models that fit this observation. 
The first is that the changes in bond length in the other 
carboxylates are due entirely to changes in the &-bonding 
system. The pyridine adduct does not fit this scheme because 
here the cr- and ir-bonds are being weakened. However, if 
the carboxylates are truly backbonding, it seems unlikely 
that the 6-bond is being strengthened by removing electron 
density from it. Therefore, there must be an interaction 
between the strengths of the three bonds to explain the ob­
served data. Unlike multiple bonded carbons, the orbitals 
used to form the metal-metal system are not geometrically 
at right angles to each other. Therefore, the bulk of the 
electron density in the metal-metal system must be in the 
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narrow region between the metals. Because of the short bond 
distances, there may be high electron-electron repulsions 
which may be important in determining the final geometry. 
This implies that the extra electrons in the quadruple bond 
may not shorten the bond distance because of the increased 
electron-electron repulsion. Therefore, a balance must be 
achieved between a strong bond and the strong repulsion. In 
Mo^Clg" and Mo2(CH^)g" there is no way to remove any of the 
metal-metal density so the nuclei move apart to provide more 
room. In these compounds it appears that even one electron 
oxidation will not better the situation which may ezplain why 
the Mo2C1^" ion has not been isolated. The excess electron 
density could also be relieved by terminal coordination. 
However, in complexes like MogClg" steric hinderance in the 
terminal positions possibly prevent this. The molybdenum 
is more than .63 & out of the chlorine plane. To effectively 
bond a terminal ligand would force the axial ligands back 
closer to a planar situation. The repulsion across the 
metal-metal bond might well prevent this. In the compound 
Ki^Mo2(S0i^)i^ the electron density has been somewhat lessened, 
as judged by the shorter Mo-Mo distance, possibly by terminal 
coordination. Here the forces are such that a one electron 
oxidation may provide a better situation. Therefore, the 
compound K2Mo2(S0^)^^ exists and appears to be as stable as 
the reduced species. Certainly the change in bond length of 
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.05 & supports this. This change is less than the ~.06 S 
between MogClg" and MogCHCOg)^. The carboxylate compounds 
of molybdenum present the most ideal situation. The ir*-
orbitals of the ligands can serve as a reservoir into which 
excess electron density can be placed or removed. For the 
carboxylates density is stored there. When electron density 
is removed from between the metals by terminal complexation, 
density is withdrawn back to stabilize the bond. Because 
electron repulsion forces can be minimized by this backbond-
ing, the molybdenum carboxylates have the shortest bond dis­
tances. 
These ideas can also be applied to the other metals form­
ing quadruply bonded dimers. In technicium (III), which is 
isoelectronic with Mo (II), the core electrons should now be 
smaller. Apparently, this leads to the case where lowering 
the bond order provides the most stability. In rhénium (III) 
a situation similar to molybdenum (II) exists. Unfortunately, 
because of the greater Re-Re distance the rheniums cannot 
acquire as favorable an overlap with the carboxylate 
orbitals. Therefore, the rhenium carboxylates lose electron 
density by terminal coordination. Lastly is the case of 
tungsten. Tungsten has one less proton than rhenium and 
hence a larger core. Apparently, to obtain sufficient room 
for eight metal-metal electrons, the W-W distance must be 
so great as to weaken the bonding. In fact the W-W distance 
12k 
was the longest quadruple bond observed (23) and by far the 
least stable. While the ideas presented above are quite 
unusual so is the quadruple bond. 
Again, much of what has been discussed in this last 
section is speculative and based on very preliminary results. 
More data will be required to conclusively prove these 
theories. 
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